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This brochure is intended to give an
overview of different construction methods
and technologies as well as of different
formwork systems, which are related to
the construction of bridge structures.

Construction technologies, in which in
situ concrete as well as PERI products and
engineering services are used, are mainly
taken into consideration.

This brochure is divided into two main
sections: In the first section, bridge
constructions, the different designs and
construction methods as well as the form-
work systems used for construction are
described in general.
In addition to this, special construction
technologies that are currently used are
illustrated in detail.
Reference projects are given in the second
section.

History

During ancient times, early wooden beam
bridges helped in developing human civili-
zation.
Due to increased trading with neighbours,
business and traffic developed alongside
infrastructure networks, which also included
river and valley crossings. Technical advance-
ment enabled increasingly challenging bridge
constructions.
Long suspension bridges were built in China
and India four thousand years ago for cross-
ing ravines. In the 6th Century BC, King
Nebukadnezar of Babylon built a bridge over
the Euphrates. In order to erect rock piers in
the river bed in a better manner, the course
of the Euphrates was changed. Initial arched
bridges made of rock were built by the
Etruscans and later by Romans, whose
artistic aqueducts rose to architectural fame.
The monumental Pont du Gard, for example
guided water for over fifty kilometres across
the valley of the Gardon river from Uzes to
Nîmes in Southern France. 

With the industrial revolution, construction
technologies for bridges have changed.
After cast-iron constructions in the 19th

century, technical inventions like reinforced
concrete have continuously improved the
bearing capacity and life-span of bridges.
Scientific engineering technology replaced
the well-tested manual construction of earlier
times. New construction technologies paved
the way for impressive bridge constructions,
which are remarkable from a technical and
aesthetic point of view.
An example of this engineering achievement
is the Oeresund bridge connecting Denmark
and Sweden, which was one of the largest
bridge projects in Europe.

Introduction
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Bridge of Oeresund
Project, which connects
Sweden and Denmark
with a four-lane highway.

Pont du Gard near Nîmes,
France, 50 m high and
269 m wide-spanned aque-
duct with three bridges on
top of each other, which
are made of rocks joined
without using mortar
(Started in 19 BC).
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Basics

Bridge structures can be differentiated
based on various criteria.

Type and usage of the bridge (road, railway
or pedestrian bridge)

Type of construction material used

Location of the bridge (valley, suspension
or river bridges)

Type of framework (girder, arched beam
or suspension bridges)

Regardless of this type of classification, all
bridge structures consist of different structur-
al components, the construction technologies
of which are explained in this reference book.

The Different Types of Bridge Structures

Structural Components

Important components of
bridge structures are:

Foundation

Abutment

Pier and pylon

Superstructure

Cornice

Suspension

At the same time, suspensions and pylons
(piers) are not used for each type of bridge
structure.

Superstructure

Cornice

Pier

Pylon

Foundation

Abutment

Suspension

Quantity, design and dimensions of individual
structural components are variable and
depend on factors like span, shape of the
superstructure, live loads, intended use or
dimensions.
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Technology

Girder Bridges

All superstructure variants, for which a load
transfer takes place due to a construction
component being stressed on the curve, are
considered as girder bridges. From simple
massive slabs up to multi-stem box girder
bridges, the superstructure has always the
same function. Therefore, the area of appli-
cation of girder bridges is extensive.

Arched Bridges

Arched bridges can be identified at first
glance due to their design.
Forces in an arched framework are exclusive-
ly induced in the foundation or the arch
springer.

Suspension Bridges/ 
Slanting Cable Bridges

A load-bearing point above the superstruc-
ture in the form of a pylon is a peculiarity
of all suspension bridges. Tensile forces
are induced through suspensions like steel
ropes or chains. The largest span widths
can be achieved with suspension bridges.
The so-called tie rod bridges present a
further variant, but are very rarely built.

Different Shapes of the Superstructure

Red arrow = Compression force

Green arrow = Tension force

Load Load

Load

Load

Girder bridge, Viaduc de Marnaval, RN 67,
St. Dizier, France

Arched bridge, Santa Lucia, Castellaneta,
Italy

Suspension bridge, Second Severn Crossing Bridge,
England/ Wales
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Level Foundation

Technical Description

Level foundation is the most-common type
for bridge foundations.
The flat foundation bottom is guided onto the
load bearing site. Load bearing takes place
through surface pressure at the site. Dimen-
sions of the foundation are determined from
the height of the load to be transferred and
characteristic values of the soil.

Formwork Technology

The formwork for the foundation must be
designed in such a manner that horizontal
green concrete pressure due to large founda-
tion heights can be absorbed by the form-
work. Normally the opposite side of the
formwork is anchored for absorbing these
forces. As a result of large foundation dimen-
sions, the formwork may get deformed due
to strain in tie rods. These deformations can
be avoided by using a boom support system
for single-sided load transfer.
Due to limited requirements for the concrete
surface of foundations, panelized wall form-
work systems are normally used for this pur-
pose. Girder wall formwork systems are used
only for a greater number of applications and
longer application periods or for irregular
shapes.

Technology

Foundation formwork for
arches of the Ponte Santa
Lucia, Italy.

Pier of Channel Bridge
at water crossroads
Magdeburg, Germany.

The principles of the load bearing for founda-
tions in bridge construction is not different
from the load bearing of foundations in build-
ing construction. However, large foundation
depths are required for bridge construction.
This is a result of high shoring loads, which
must be transferred to the earth. 

The existing site at the load bearing point
thus specifies the foundation type and, there-
by, the foundation design. Therefore, provi-
sion of a construction site certificate and
determination of soil characteristic values is
very essential before starting the planning
process.

Foundation Formwork

Special Foundation

Technical Description

Special foundations like well foundations,
rammed piles, bored piles and louvered
slides, are used when the site does not have
bearing capacity or if there are other conflict-
ing factors like ground water, river courses or
restricted spaces of a pad foundation.
At the same time, loads are transferred to
deeper layers. They still require a load distri-
bution baulk or a slab as a connecting link
between the pier foot and special foundation.
As a rule, this load distributing component
acts as a level foundation. Therefore, consid-
erable time and cost implications are associ-
ated with special foundations.

Formwork Technology

The same systems that are used for level
foundations are used for the formwork of
load distribution components in special
foundations.
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Technical Description

An abutment forms the transition construc-
tion between the bank or soil and the bridge
deck. At the same time, it also acts as a
support for the superstructure.
The surface of the abutment is mostly of the
same quality as that of the surface of the
pier. Therefore, as a rule, the concrete quality
of the external wall must be evident, how-
ever, the internal formwork does not pose
special requirements on the concrete sur-
face. Different variants like box abutment,
pack abutment or dispersed abutment differ
only in their details. These differences are
less significant for concreting processes.

Formwork Technology

Formwork is mainly used in the abutment
section of bridges.
It is best-suited for application in the abut-
ment section due to its higher loading
capacity, its modular and flexible design and
its variable formwork surface design.
As a rule, the face of the formwork is cov-
ered with panels, whereas the inner side is
designed without special requirements. As
a standard, a frame panel formwork is used
for this purpose. If a specific tie rod grid is
desired, a girder wall formwork must be
used.
In the return wall section, additional green
concrete loads from the wings of the abut-
ment must be transferred. This takes place
using support scaffolding or falsework.

Substructure

PERI TRIO Structure panel-
ized wall formwork system
on which any desired type
of plywood can be mount-
ed. This system allows a
cost-effective achievement
of the required concrete
surface.

Completely erected bridge
abutment with panelized wall
formwork – PERI TRIO.

The result is a clean
concrete surface; designed
as a board structure in this
case.

Abutment Formwork
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Monolithic piers with the
formwork set and removed
respectively.

Technology

Piers are required to reduce the span widths
of the superstructure and to transfer loads
from the superstructure to the soil.
As a rule, a pier consists of a pylon shaft and
the pier head.
Along with the structural characteristics like
the load to be transferred or maximum
slenderness, increasing design requirements
regarding shape and surface are decisive for
the shape of the pier.

Pylon shaft with a specially
designed concrete surface
and structure.

Pier and
Pylon

Technical Description

As a rule, piers with a height of up to 10 m 
are built in a single phase. The formwork is
erected on the foundation and anchored
against horizontal displacements. Almost any
type of plan form of the pier is possible. The
main problem for concreting the monolithic
piers, is the pressure of the green concrete.
Climbing speeds of three to five meters
per hour can be achieved easily, whereby
enormous forces are generated. Thus, the
permissible pressure of green concrete
determines the type of formwork system
used, and affects the construction of a pier.
In order to achieve optimum quality of the
concrete surface, maintaining the pressure
of green concrete is essential.
In case of piers, requirements for a concrete
surface, tie rod screen and a formwork
surface abutment, are often very high.

Pylon Shaft, Monolithic

Formwork Technology

The most frequently used type of formwork
system in bridge construction uses a wood-
en-board structure to achieve a board finish.
An absolutely tight and almost deformation-
free formwork is essential.
Bleeding in abutments and surface deforma-
tion can be avoided only in this manner.
The formwork must be adjusted completely
to the shape of the structure. A panelized
wall formwork system fulfils these require-
ments in the most cost-effective manner.
If additional special requirements are posed
on the tie rod grid, a girder wall formwork
with its brace and tie rod variable spacing is
the best solution. The high concrete pressure
may be counteracted in this case due to opti-
mised adjustment of the beam and tie rod.
Moreover, a consistent quality of concrete
must be ensured.
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Construction in Phases,
Using Crane Climbing

Technical Description

For constructing a pier with horizontal con-
creting sections, it is required to stock the
formwork on the shoring phase-wise. If the
formwork is to be firmly joined with the scaf-
folding platform for climber units then a
climbing formwork, which is moved with a
crane lift to the next phase, is used. The lift-
ing device also carries work platforms for all
subsequent activities like form setting and
removing, reinforcing and concreting.

A carriage is provided between the formwork
and scaffolding climbing formwork, which
offers enough space in front of the formwork
for cleaning and reinforcing activities when it
returns back.
Leading tie rods, which are set in concrete
are fastened on top of the formwork. Anchor-
age in the previous, already hardened con-
creting section of the pier induces bearing
forces from the lifting device in the structure.
Almost any number of concreting sections
can be achieved and this number is restricted
only by the height of the crane.

Using single-sided climbing formwork sys-
tems (SSC systems) it is possible to carry off
heavy loads due to concrete weight (lateral
force on the tie rod) and differential forces
due to the pressure of green concrete at the
suspension point of brackets. Additional
measures need not be taken for the form-
work or formwork ties.

Formwork Technology

For constructing piers with crane climbing
formwork, girder wall formworks and even
frame formworks are normally used. How-
ever, the size and the function of the form-
work must be adjusted as per platforms of
the lifting device.

Depending on the wind load, the height of
the section and the shape of the pier, one
platform or one formwork element on each
side is normally sufficient.
Piers are divided into concreting section with
approx. 3.50 m to 5.00 m height. At the
same time, it must be ensured that the lifting
device and the formwork can be adjusted as
per deformations in the cross-sections of the
pylon shaft or pier head in an economical
manner.

Suding hatch cover

Ladder

Ladder safety cage

Ladder base

Suspension bridge
Deljssel, Kampen,
Netherlands. PERI climbing
formwork for acute angles.
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Technology 

A connecting bridge that
can be adjusted horizontally
saves provision of a com-
plete lift system.

Technical Description

Self-climbing technology is used for con-
structing particularly high piers, whereby the
application turns out to be economical only
after approx. ten phases.
The climber support is additionally equipped
with a hydraulic climbing device. Thus, the
platform can be moved to the next phase
along with the formwork without a crane
even at high wind loads.
The formwork is connected to the platform
using a carriage so that it can be set or
removed manually. Moreover, reinforcing
activities and cleaning of the formwork
surface can be carried out under protection
of the returned formwork. 

Formwork Technology

In the case of self-climbing technology, the
formwork is mostly made of girder wall
formwork. A project-specific assembly is
economical in the case of a large number of
the same or similar concreting sections.

In case of variable pier cross-sections, it
must be ensured that the formwork is adjust-
ed phase-wise. Time-consuming reconstruc-
tion activities must be taken into account
while planning in order to avoid interruptions
in construction progress. In case of leaned
piers, a component of the concrete weight
must be considered as an additional load on
the formwork.
Formation of internal formwork and forcing
of the formwork ties is decisive in this case
for structural analysis of shoring.

Additional information regarding self-climbing technology
and an overview of further reference projects can be
found in the PERI manual “ACS self-climbing formwork –
Systems and References”.

Construction in Phases,
Self-Climbing Formwork for High Piers and Pylons

Hoisted self-climbing
formwork PERI ACS with
four working levels:
Concreting platform, form
setting and removing

levels, Climber hydraulics
and offset climbing bracket
levels at the construction
site, Kristi Bru, Norway.
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Pier and Pylon

Section with distribution of 
23 concreting sections

+94.50

The two pylons, 94.50 m
and 86.50 m, of Storda
Bru, Hardangerfjord,
Norway.
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Technology

Technical Description

Special pier shapes in bridge construction
often give the structure a distinctive and
unique look. Thus, arches, slanting struts or
Y-piers in exposed locations speak for mod-
ern architecture and reflect the latest level of
technology and the art of engineering. Due to
electronic planning systems, there are almost
no limitations on the design.
These complex structures are mostly built in
phases. 

Formwork Technology

Normally, girder wall formwork is recom-
mended for these particular pier shapes.
Falsework or shoring in the form of boom
supports for slanting piers or in the form of
balanced cantilever equipment for arches
transfer concrete loads and pressures in the
supporting structural components in a
secured manner. At the same time, a uni-
form load distribution must be ensured.
Transfer in the base surface or in the previ-
ous concreting section must also be taken
into account in the same manner as the
uniform transfer of horizontal loads.

Construction of Special Pier Shapes

Architecturally designed
piers with visible concrete
surfaces (top) and form-set
with PERI VARIO girder
wall formwork, MULTI-
PROP system and HD 200
heavy load supports (left).
Project: Channel bridge,
water crossroads in
Magdeburg, Germany.

Different surface sections
of this branched pier plate
have been constructed by
combining various form-
work surface coverings.
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12.50

Pier and Pylon

Technical Description

The pier head builds the transition of the thin
pylon shaft for the bearing surface of the
bridge. It absorbs loads on the bridge or acts
as a fixing point of the bridge deck. By reduc-
ing the ground surface for scaffolding of pier
heads, particular attention must be given to
the load transfer of green concrete weight
during the concreting process.

Formwork Technology

Depending on the pier height and loads to be
transferred, different systems are used.

In case of shallow heights between the pier
head and the load-bearing site, systems for
surface scaffoldings are used.

In case of high pier heads, climbing platform
systems for single-sided concreting, e.g. for
dam construction, are used.

Large cantilevers are designed with suspend-
ed boom support systems. Due to their
robust design, these systems are optimally
suited to carry the concrete weight while
being moved as well as remain secure during
high wind loads.

Pier Head

Arch, external stem and
cantilever formwork is posi-
tioned. The form-specific
external dimensions of the
box girder cross-section
can be identified.

Horizontally arranged boom
supports securly carry
loads in the last section of
the pier.

Overview of platform
on the pylon shaft.
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Technology 
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Box Girder Cross-Section for Span Widths up to 200 m

Massive Slab Cross-Section for Span Widths up to 10 m

Superstructure 

Span width for individual bridge spans is the
main criterion for selecting the superstruc-
ture variant. Apart from external parametric
conditions like specifications of the builder or
site, geographical conditions affect the selec-
tion of the construction principle. 

If the supporting effect of the superstructure
(girder, arched, cable bridge) is determined,
the construction technology can be selected.

For this purpose, the support systems, which
can bear loads until the required concrete
rigidity is achieved, are essential to carry the
dead weight.

Construction technologies described below
bridge deck cover a large part of the common
cross-sections.

T-beam Cross-Section for Span Widths up to 30 m

Bruecken_001-033  18.03.2004  6:56 Uhr  Seite 17
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Technology 

Light Falsework/
Surface Scaffolding

Technical Description

Light shoring systems act as a surface
support for the actual superstructure
formwork.
The ground surface of the superstructure
is completely arranged for load transfer.
Loads to be transferred for each scaffold-
ing strut may go up to approx. 60 kN,
depending on the scaffolding system.
The technology is similar for all applicable
systems. Due to system components with
a dead weight of up to approx. 25 kg,
load columns or load column sections are
developed.
A flat covering is put on these braced
scaffoldings, which simultaneously acts as
a formwork floor for the field team and for
transporting.
In case of surface joints, these covering
levels are doubled. If the selected support-
ing system does not have permission for
the self-supporting application, diagonal
guy ropes must be fitted for transferring
horizontal forces.

Formwork Technology

For scaffolding heights up to 8.00 m,
frame supports with their light individual
components are the most load-bearable
and cost-effective braced scaffoldings. If
higher scaffolding heights, levels or trans-
port routes are required in the scaffolding,
braced and node scaffoldings are used.
They offer the best solution for a scaffold-
ing height of up to 22 m. Both systems,
frame supports and scaffolding, can be
used as stand-alone, with the appropriate
permission. This means that both these
systems can be used without guy ropes
up to the specified height.

For supporting arches or slanting structural
components, the falsework is built by a
system of individual supports that can be
coupled. With existing frame widths and
support heights as well as a steel beam
system adjusted accordingly, almost any
structural shape can be realised. The joints
of scaffolding and formwork components
are integrated into the system and thus
enable a simple and quick erection on the
construction site.

Over 16 m high shoring,
constructed using a
MULTIPROP system, for
concreting road slab of
120 to 160 m long steel
sections, which serve as
bridge elements for
the 1,092 m long elevated
bridge of Öresund link.

Surface scaffolding with
PERI system components
for a 3-span arched bridge
in Bohemia,
Czech Republic.

However, this type of falsework construction
does not correspond with the latest techno-
logy. We distinguish the following:

Light falsework/surface scaffolding

Heavy falsework

Falseworks help in transferring structural
loads arising while constructing the super-
structure over its own foundation to the soil
directly or indirectly.
This takes place through frame supports or
pipe scaffolding systems that can be insert-
ed. Likewise, scaffolding of individual pipes
that are joined at any desired point using
pipe couplings are also possible. 

Superstructure on Falsework
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Superstructure

Heavy Falsework

Technical Description

Bridges are often constructed on non-load
bearable or impassable surfaces like river
courses, roads or railway tracks. If such
barriers are to be overcome, erecting a flat
falsework is ruled out. For this purpose,
shoring or falsework plates are used.
Thus the arising loads can be transferred to
defined load-bearing points. These can be in
the pier or abutment section, from which
loads are directly transferred to the soil.
Even required passage openings in surface
scaffoldings are implemented with heavy
falsework.

Formwork Technology

Heavy shorings are constructed with a heavy
load support system. At a maximum erection
height of approx. 11 m, it consists of sup-
ports with a load bearing capacity of 200 kN
or 400 kN as well as necessary accessories
like connecting parts, frame carriers, brack-
ets, ladders and steps.

These complete systems enable a flawless
and quick erection on the construction site.
Expensive cutting and welding operations are
not required in this case. Due to less dead
weight, individual components of the scaf-
folding system can be moved manually. It
also enables application in areas that cannot
be accessed with a crane.

Welded shoring solutions using regular steel
beams are less advantageous due to their
non-flexible handling. They cannot be re-
adjusted or reconstructed at the construction
site.

Horizontal pre-assembly of
a shoring frame plate made
of standard components of
PERI HD 200 heavy load
system like frame carriers
and heavy load supports.

7.50 m high shoring based
on PERI HD 200 heavy
load system for a two-span
bridge on BAB A2 /
Germany.

After completion of the
work scaffolding for 
subsequent fine levelling
and activities on the
bridge bearings, pre-
assembled frame plates
are erected.
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Technology 

Section of superstructure
formwork for road slab on
shoring.

Bottom of PERI superstruc-
ture formwork with steel
beams SRZ in longitudinal
and lattice beams GT 24
in transverse direction.

Pre-fabricated floor form-
work elements with PERI
lattice beams GT 24 are lift-
ed in units on the shoring.
A 23 m longbridge struc-
ture over BAB A8 near
Günzburg, Germany.

Massive Slab

Technical Description

Constructing a massive slab is the simplest
form of the superstructure. For this purpose,
only one formwork floor with lateral form-
works in different shapes are used. Apart
from the simple formwork, insertion of rein-
forcement and simple concrete mounting are
the main advantages of this design.
In case of shallow superstructure heights,
lateral formworks are connected with tie rods
above and below the concrete structure. If
formwork is required for larger heights tie
rods are guided through the superstructure.
In this case, strain in tie rods due to loads
and resulting deformation must be taken into
account.

Normally, superelevation elements are rested
on the longitudinal beam of the falsework.
They help in compensating deformations due
to dead weight and concreting load.
This is followed by a covering of formwork
beams. In the section of road as well as
superstructure slab, this is replaced with a
formwork floor and is developed as a working
level under cantilevers. 

Depending on the shape of the cross-section
to be designed, superstructure formworks
must be designed accordingly. Superstruc-
ture formworks for cross-sections of massive
slabs, T-beams and box girders are described
in the following.

Superstructure Formwork Solutions

Formwork Technology

With joist formworks, variable systems are
available for formworks of any massive slabs.
In this case, wooden lattice beams offer a
distinct advantage over other formwork
beams due to their load-bearing capacity.
Thus,there are almost no restrictions for
designing the layout.Even changes in height
orheight break joints can be realised easily
using laminations of additional beam posi-
tions.
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Superstructure

2nd section concreted

(Roadway slab and cantilever)

1st section concreted

(Bottom slab and web)

T-beam Cross-Section

Technical Description

Superstructures for bridges with medium
span widths (up to approx. 30 m) are
designed as a T-beam cross-section. It con-
sists of a road slab, stem, cantilever slabs
and if necessary cross beams. The large
structural height at comparatively lower
weights allows larger span widths.

Two variants can be differentiated for
construction:

Beams as partially finished components
replaced by a slab in in-situ concrete:
In this case, only one shoring is required for
supporting the finished components. For the
section between the girders, mostly one joist
formwork is used.

Complete superstructure in in-situ concrete:
In this case, the entire structure is form set.
In order to carry off pressure of green con-
crete, tie rods are normally guided through
stems.

Box Girder Cross-Section 

Technical Description

Cross-section of the box girder is the ideal
cross-section for straight and curved large
bridges. Span widths over 100 m are possi-
ble with pre-stressed concrete.
Box girder is designed with one or more cells
depending on the superstructure width. Con-
struction of the superstructure takes place in
two concreting sections. In the first phase,
the floor slab is form-worked and concreted
with open stems . In the second phase, road
slabs and cantilevers are constructed.

Formwork Technology

The floor formwork is built on falsework with
a joist framework. Intermediate beams must
be brought in the section of stems to be able
to transfer increased concrete loads.
Internal stem formwork consists of mating
elements, which are exactly adjusted as per
the shape of the structure. Internal stem
formwork with concrete spacers are support-
ed on the formwork floor. 

For transferring green concrete pressure,
internal and external stem formworks are
anchored against each other. External stem
and cantilever formwork consist of variable
frameworks (Bridge rafters1)). At the same
time, they carry dead weight of the green
concrete and transfer loads due to concreting
operations in the falsework or sub-structures
in a secured manner. As a rule, rafters are
constructed from system components; spe-
cial components are not required. Formwork
beams are laid over steel beams for con-
struction. Steel beams are connected with
joining components. Heavy load supports are
used as diagonals. The horizontal loads are
transferred with scaffolding pipe bonds and
couplings.

Formwork Technology

In case of T-beam cross-sections in in-situ
concrete, stems and slabs are built in a con-
creting process. Stem formwork must be
designed in such a way that it can absorb
loads due to the dead weight and the pres-
sure of green concrete.

To be able to build the shape and to absorb
loads bridge rafters 1) from lattice beams,
steel beams and heavy load shafts are
assembled.
Such a modular and flexible system almost
allows formworking all structural cross-sec-
tions and also simultaneous scaffolding.
Thus, concrete loads like green concrete
pressures can also be transferred.

1) Bridge rafters = Outer stem and canti-
lever formwork with accompanying
support positioned on the falsework.
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max. 5.00

Technology 

Cantilevered Parapet Carriage

Technical Description

In case of broken cross-sections or long
bridge constructions, special requirements
are posed on moving the cantilevered para-
pet formwork. In this case, cantilevered para-
pet carriages offer economical advantages.
By coupling three to five carriages, 15 to
25 m long sections can be form-worked and
concreted efficiently.
At the same time, arising loads are directly
guided to the formwork carriage and trans-
ferred to the sub-structure through heavy
load supports. 
Anchorages in the bridge deck must not be
bored.

Cantilevered parapets form the end of the
bridge deck in the edge or cantilever section.
Together with concrete topping, they act as a
protective layer for the insulation and as a
sub-structure for balustrades, guard rails,
noise or screen walls.

For cost-effective construction of different
parapet cross-sections to be developed and
dimensioned in in-situ concrete, various
options are available:

with a cantilevered parapet carriage or

with cantilevered parapet platforms.

Cantilevered Parapets

Formwork Technology

Cantilevered parapet carriages mount form-
work with integrated work platforms. With
maximum operating loads of the green con-
crete weight of up to 20 kN, a large can-
tilevered parapet can be form-worked in the
superstructure without additional anchorage.
Concrete topping stripes with widths up to
approx. 4 m and additional formworks for
concrete road components can be built in a
single phase.

The formwork systems used are special solu-
tions, which consist of girder wall formworks.

Coupled PERI cantilevered
parapet carriage GKW
enable quick and simple
displacement of large
units. Approximately 15 m
long units can be seen
twice in the picture.

Formwork insertion on
the cantilevered parapet
carriage PERI GKW takes
place by a shaft device
with a wedge connection.
It is designed in such a
manner that the form-
work need not be joined
with the cantilever slab
of the bridge.
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Superstructure

Cantilevered Parapet Platform

Technical Description

Cantilevered parapet platforms are designed
for in-situ concrete and pre-fabricated
bridges. They are delivered at the construc-
tion site as pre-fabricated blocks including
closed ridge protection and platform covering
and are lifted to the application position using
displacement equipment. In this manner, a
reliable protective overlay can be built in the
shortest possible time on roads like highways
or railway lines. Thus, all activities can be
carried out under secured conditions.
All required adjustment activities are carried
out on the platform.

Formwork Technology

Cantilevered parapet platforms consist of
two base units, the platform system and the
associated formwork system. At the same
time, modern platform units are designed as
complete systems; individual supports are
used only in special application cases or in
passage sections. The formwork consists of
a girder wall formwork, which is aligned on
the corresponding platform units.
These two base units are replaced by
standard components.

PERI GKB cantilevered parapet platform:
Complete and secure movement of
pre-assembled formwork units.

PERI GKB platforms for
formwork of a contact
protection slab. Railway
traffic under the bridge
remains unaffected.

A well-protected technician
travels with the pre-assem-
bled platform in a working
cage for assembling and
dismantling.
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Technology

Cantilever launching
bridge Woronora,
Australia
(Also see page 134).

A particular advantage of the cantilever
launching method is that a uniform frame-
work can be developed. At the same time,
heavy lifts are not required. Continuous repe-
tition of the same activities in phase-wise
construction results in time advantages. This
rational working method is reflected in its
efficiency.

In the case of the cantilever launching
method, there is a relatively high planning
certainty in regards to construction time
since work can be done in a field workshop
without being affected by the weather. More-
over, required materials can be stocked only
at one place.This enables short transport
routes and optimum utilisation of roads.

Special construction technologies for building
the superstructure are used when construc-
tion on a falsework is very expensive, very
time-consuming or not technically feasible.
Such special solutions are developed with
the help of standard formwork components
and specifically adjusted as per the need of
the construction site. Thus, bridge construc-
tions can be done economically even in
these cases. 

Special Construction
Technologies 

Cantilever Launching
Method 

In order to plan a suitable formwork solution,
close co-operation of all parties involved in
the construction is essential. It guarantees
the best possible application of the material
to be used and best possible work flows
with determined time and work cycles. In
addition to this, relevant work documents
and manuals are provided to people on the
construction site in which the intended
formwork application is explained in detail.
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Formwork Technology

Cantilever launching bridges are mostly con-
structed with a box girder cross-section. In
the case of smaller span widths, even a
T-beam cross-section is used occasionally. 
As a rule, formworks for the field workshop
are assembled from adjustable bridge rafters.
For rafters (stem cantilever formwork), the
required formwork elements are assembled
from system components of the girder wall
formwork and heavy load shafts. However,
the road slab is constructed with joist
framework, in the case of a box girder 
cross-section, or with a system floor slab
formwork made of aluminium panels like
PERI SKYDECK.
High accuracy of sliding surfaces on the floor
slab and lateral guiding surfaces must be
ensured for the formwork and must be taken
into account in formwork planning.

1st phase
Constructing floor and stem

Concreting floor slab and stems,
Removing internal stem formwork

2nd phase
Constructing road slab

Mounting floor slab formwork in the box
girder section. 
Concreting the road slab in the box girder
and cantilever section.

3rd phase
Moving the concreted bridge

Concreted sections are moved by the
length of a formwork phase in the
cantilever direction.

For example:

Rafters for stem-cantilever construction,
status after concreting the first phase
(floor and stems) and removing front
formwork.

Technical Description

10 m to 30 m long components for the
superstructure are concreted in stationary
formwork in a factory workshop behind the
abutment. 
After the required concrete rigidity is
achieved, the last constructed component is
aligned on the previous section with ten-
dons. Now, the entire formwork is removed
hydraulically.
The newly concreted superstructure section
is now separated by an antifriction layer on
supports. Using hydraulic presses, the entire,
existing superstructure is subsequently
moved by one phase length in the longitudi-
nal direction over the already completed
piers. For this purpose, sliding equipment
made of high-alloyed steel is attached on pier
heads which transport the superstructure
lying on the Teflon-coated steel plates. The
launching nose attached at the front of super-
structure makes bridging of span lengths
easier and reduces the resulting cantilever
moments.
At the same time, if the span width of the
span lengths is too large, additional auxiliary
piers are erected at the centre of the span.
As a rule, the span width between two sup-
ports is a maximum of 60 m.

Workflow
Cantilever Launching Method
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Technology 

Balanced cantilever equip-
ment with the formwork
in the concreting position.
Span width of the closed
superstructure is 205 m in
this case.
Bridge over the Rhine,
Altenheim-Eschau, Germany.

1st phase
Remove formwork and proceed

Remove formwork of hardened concrete
Move the external formwork with canti-
lever equipment to the next concreting
section.

Technical Description

Bridge structures using the balanced can-
tilever method are predominantly constructed
with haunched box girder cross-sections.
Starting from the pier, the construction of the
superstructure is carried out symmetrically in
both directions. Alternately, sections
between 3 m and 6 m are concreted in both
directions. Generally, the average phase time
for a cantilever section is one week. Loads in
the previously constructed section are trans-
ferred through the balanced cantilever car-
riage that forms the carrier unit for the form-
work.
The balanced cantilever carriage simultane-
ously acts as a mobile block for carrying the
formwork from section to section.

In the case of a balanced cantilever, concern-
ing in-situ concrete technology, concreting is
done on the respective completed section in
separate cantilever sections. A cantilever
carriage constitutes the formwork and scaf-
folding unit, with which the green concrete
load is transferred to the load-bearing sec-
tion.

The focus of the application of the balanced
cantilever method lies in the field of large
span widths. Apart from girder bridges, slant-
ing cable bridges are also being increasingly
constructed using this method.

Balanced Cantilever Method 

Formwork Technology

Since the height of the cross-section continu-
ously changes in this method, the formwork
of the stem height, the phase length of the
floor slab and the changing angle of the outer
side of the stem must be adjusted for every
new section.
This can be achieved through a formwork
solution of girder wall formwork.

Workflow of the
Balanced Cantilever Method
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Special Construction

2nd phase
Mounting the reinforcement

Reinforcement of the floor slab
Mounting stem reinforcement as a pre-assembled cage
Mounting the tendon.

3rd phase
Forwarding stem and floor slab formwork

Forwarding stem and floor slab formwork,
Closing the stem formwork.
Simultaneous reinforcement of slab and
cantilever.
Mounting the tendon.

4th phase
Concreting of the section

Align the front formwork at cross-section
and mount.
Position-wise application of concrete in
the closed formwork.
Pre-stress the tendons after setting the
concrete.
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Technology

Upper mobile support
1st phase
Mounting the reinforcement

Reinforcing stems and road slab,
Mounting of the tendon, closing the
front formwork.
Dismantling the bearing support behind
the mobile support and mounting on the
next support.

2nd phase
Concreting of the section

Position-wise application of concrete.
Removing formwork after hardening of
concrete.

Mobile Falsework

Technical Description

In this process, the falsework is moved to a
new concreting position along with the form-
work. Contrary to the cantilever launching
method (compare page 24 ff), the concreted
component remains in its position.
Depending on the shape of the structure, an
upper or a lower mobile support is used.

The advantages of the upper system are high
capacity on curves and free selection of the
bridge cross-section. Moreover, the railway
loading gauge under the new structure is not
affected normally.

The variant with the lower mobile support is
advantageous due to lower cost implications.
Furthermore, pre-assembled reinforcing ele-
ments can be brought in with the crane (time
advantage) and suspensions through the
structure are not required.

With the help of mobile scaffolding, individual
bridge spans can be constructed irrespective
of the height over the ground level. At the
same time, span widths of up to 50 m can
be realised. Formwork and scaffolding units
are always connected with each other and
are moved together.

A decisive advantage of mobile falsework is
that construction can be done span-wise in
short phase times with less labour costs.

Construction of bridges with mobile false-
work is economical from structural lengths of
300 m onwards. This is equivalent to a num-
ber of at least eight sections to be concret-
ed.

Formwork Technology

As a rule, bridge structures that are con-
structed with the help of mobile falsework-
sare are designed as box girder cross-sec-
tions. In exceptional cases, even T-beam
cross-sections are used.

In the case of mobile falseworks, the form-
work is constructed from standard compo-
nents of the girder wall formwork. Steel
beams with special connections and joints
are mainly used for mobile support.

While planning, it must be ensured that the
formwork and scaffolding systems are well
coordinated since there is a close interaction
between both systems.

3rd phase
Remove formwork and proceed

Lower the formwork by 10 cm.
The superstructure supports itself.
Remove formwork and take it down.
Return all components of the floor form-
work on the pier mass to be able to pass
the pier during this method without any
problem.

4th phase
Form setting in the next section

Moving and raising the formwork
Closing the complete formwork.
Mounting the reinforcement for the next
phase.
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Special Construction

1st phase
Erected with completed concreting

Formwork completed with concreting. 
Reinforcement and front formwork are
set up. 
The internal formwork as a mobile unit
allows monolithic concreting. (Floor, wall 
and slab in a concreting process).

2nd phase
Lowering and moving the formwork

The superstructure supports itself.
Dismantling of brackets behind the mobile
support and mounting on the pier in front
of the mobile support.
Move the mobile falsework to the next
concreting position.

Lower Mobile Support

PERI mobile falsework with lower mobile support in a
traverse position. The formwork is tilted and retuned
for by-passing the pier.
Haseltal bridge, BAB A 71 near Meiningen, Germany
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Technology

Bonded Steel Construction

Technical Description

In the case of bonded steel constructions,
construction materials are used according to
their specific material characteristics. Thus,
components that are stressed with tensile
forces are made of steel and those stressed
with compressive forces are made of rein-
forced concrete. In the first work process, a
steel beam in the form of an I-beam or a box
girder cross-section is brought into position.
Subsequently, a formwork carriage is placed
on the top flange of the steel trough for
inserting cantilever formworks.
This carriage covers the sections in a reci-
procating rolling process depending on the
bridge length or if two carriages, covers
castor and interstice are used.
However, in case of small bridge structures,
a more favourable formwork solution is
desired since usage of the formwork carriage
would not be economical due to short-term
usage of material. For these cases, special
scaffolding solutions with brackets are used.

In this case, the bridge deck is made of two
different materials. The lower component,
the trough or in the case of an open cross-
section, individual longitudinal beams are
made of a steel construction, whereas the
upper component, that is the road slab with
cantilevers, is constructed in concrete.

A particular advantage of bonded steel
construction is that it only needs a short
construction time due to a predominant pre-
assembly, which also reduces construction
costs. Bonded steel constructions have less-
er dead weights than pre-stressed concrete
superstructures. Therefore, larger span
widths are possible for the same load.

Formwork Technology

Support formwork elements are used as
formwork elements on the bonded steel
formwork carriage. Mostly the lower edge of
the cantilever is a suitable plane surface so
that the element can be supported in a rela-
tively simple manner. Higher requirements
are posed on the carrier equipment, form-
work carriage or the trough bracket. The carri-
er equipment must have adjustment options
for setting the inclination of the cantilever
and the traverse and longitudinal bridge
inclination.

PERI bonding formwork
carriage used for construction
of Werratal bridge BAB A7
Hanover-Munich.
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Special Construction

1st phase
Set up the carriage

The carriage is in a position that can be
concreted. The required longitudinal and
traverse inclinations of the cantilever slabs
are set using suspension.

2nd phase
Reinforcing and concreting

Reinforcement has been mounted and
stopping units on the cantilever and front
faces are fixed. Subsequently, the green
concrete is applied and compressed and
levelled according to specifications.

3rd phase
Procedure

The hardened concrete supports itself.
The floor slab formwork between stems is
removed by the roller track and moved to
the next section.Likewise, the external
formwork has been lowered. Rods through
the cantilever have been removed In short,
the carriage moves to the next section
automatically.

Workflow for using a
bonding framework carriage
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Cantilevered launched
formwork for the main
section of the Lek Bridge,
Netherlands. Starting from
the piers near the river
banks, the pre-tensioned
hollow box is formed and
launched approx. 80 m
until the roadway meets
over the middle of the
river. 

Ready to be mounted pier
formwork, on the basis of
VARIO GT 24 girder slab
formwork, pre-assembled
at the PERI plant and
delivered to the construc-
tion site.
Saale Valley Bridge,
Weissenfels,Germany.

35 Years of International Project Experience are a Strong
Basis for Efficient Formwork and Scaffolding Solutions

For over 35 years, PERI has been a compe-
tent partner of numerous construction com-
panies and contractors all over the world. 
In the field of bridge construction, as well
as in other sectors, PERI’s formwork and
scaffolding systems as well as PERI’s engi-
neering expertise point the way ahead in the
today’s construction industry. These solutions
positively influence construction procedures
and thereby improve the results on the
building site. 

Supported by the latest computer systems,
PERI engineers constantly strive to optimise
construction procedures and to take advan-
tage of remaining efficiency potential.
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The following pages show successful solutions of international
bridge projects which illustrate the high standard of PERI formwork
technology.

Substructures
34 Abutments
38 Columns/pylons:

Construction methods: monolithical, in cycles,
with climbing formwork, with self climbing formwork,
construction of special structures

80 Pier head

Superstructures
86 Superstructure on falsework:

light falsework/surface falsework,
heavy falsework/system HD 200

100 Formwork for superstructures:
solid slab, slab girders, cross section of hollow box

116 Cantilevered parapets:
cantilevered parapet carriage, cantilevered parapet platform,
special structures and bridge sanitation

Superstructure/Special construction procedures
134 Cantilever launching method
138 Mobile falsework:

upper and lower launching beam
144 Balanced cantilever method
148 Bonded steel construction
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Very often, horizontal of vertical board struc-
tures are requested.

Formwork systems that can be erected and
removed without any problems – adjusted to
the special requirements of the respective
project – are imperative.

Bridge Abutments

A Comprehensive Product Programme as the Basis

for Efficient Construction of a Wide Range of Structures

Thick walls in varying heights and oblique
angled return walls constitute the main
problems of abutments.

Rebounds and wall reinforcement in the
upper wall section add to this.

Motorway crossing
abutment of the S-Bahn
to Munich Airport II.
Joint Venture Spange
Neufahrn. 
Girder wall formwork
VARIO with board
structure formlining.
Contractor: Heilit &
Woerner, Auer
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Substructures/Abutments

Subway of motorway near
Kirchheim/Teck, super high
wall formwork PERI VARIO
tension tight 
Contractor:
Leonhard Weiss

Transfer of the B15 road near Hagen,
PERI HANDSET
Contractor: Köster, Hagen

Abutment on the B30
near Laupheim; PERI TRIO
with board lining
Contractor: Reisch,
Saulgau

Construction Acher Bridge,
Achern, PERI TRIO panel
wall formwork
Contractor: Joint Venture
Bilfinger & Berger,
Max Früh

Bridge abutment on the
new Bosporus motorway,
PERI Climing formwork
SKS
Contractor: IGL-STFA
Joint Venture
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Bridge abutments near Braunschweig, Germany

Efficient Production of Structured Concrete Surfaces 

TRIO Structure with RUNDFLEX

As part of the extension of the A2 national
motorway from Hanover to Berlin, several
bridge constructions crossing the new route
were necessary.

Part of the bridge construction between
Boimstorf and Lehre near Braunschweig
feature the 128a and 128b abutments which
had to be formed with board structured sur-
faces and regular horizontal construction
joints.

Alfred Brandt, Supervisor:
“Only few connecting parts
were necessary for the
triple TRIO Structure exten-
sion. Support was carried
out with RS 1000 push-pull
props, connection of the
elements by the BFD align-
ment coupler.”

Contractor: Hölers & Cie. GmbH,
Hildesheim
Field Service: PERI Germany, Hannover

In order to realise the required surface struc-
ture as well as the smooth change from
straight to curved wall sections without
having to renounce from system elements,
the contractor decided in favour of TRIO
Structure and RUNDFLEX formwork ele-
ments. These two systems can be combined
without any adaptation by means of the BFD
alignment coupler and permit the adequate
form lining in order to achieve the requested
structure of the surface.

In order to achieve the
required surface of the
concrete, TRIO structure
elements were lined with
board structure plywood.
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Substructures/Abutments

The required construction
joint layout was achieved
by applying wooden strips
to the plywood.

The TRIO edge profile at
the RUNDFLEX element
permits the jointless
connection of the two
systems.

Smooth connection of
TRIO and RUNDFLEX is
due to the compatibility
of the two systems.

Formwork plan: despite
the demanding layout, the
whole construction could
be formed with 100%
system formwork
components.

1.
40

1.
40
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Saale Valley Bridge, Weissenfels, Germany

PERI Pre-Assembly Service

Girder Formwork GT 24 for Complicated Pier Geometry

The Saale Valley Bridge is part of the new 
by-pass project in Weissenfels. The complete
infrastructure concept  is planned to acceler-
ate the economic development of the town.

With a length of 792 m, the B 87 federal
highway crosses railway tracks and the Saale
river at a height of 15 m, with two separate
carriageways.

The pier formwork design was provided by
I.G. Müller and was pre-assembled in trans-
portable units at the PERI plant in Weissen-
horn.

Comprised of six individual
elements (two longitudinal
and one horizontal element
on each side) the GT 24
girder formwork encircled
the bone-shaped, outward
tapering geometry of the
pier.

Formwork pre-assembly in
the assembly plant in
Weissenhorn. PERI provides a
comprehensive pre-assembly
service for all kinds of form-
work on a surface of 2,500 m2.

Placing the elements by
crane was possible through
two vertically incorporated
steel girders fixed with
steel walers. As a support-
ing system, RS 1000 push-
pull props were fixed in
concrete blocks.

Stripped pier with architec-
tural concrete finish. Excel-
lent surface with board
structure according to pre-
determined design.

Pier formwork, upper section

Pier formwork, lower section

Contractor: Joint Venture I. G. Müller/Gerdum & Breuer
Field service: PERI Germany, Weissenhorn
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Bridge over the Danube, Leipheim/Town Bridge Frankfurt/Oder, Germany

Optimum Formwork Systems for Each Construction Unit

PERI supports bridge constructors all over
the word with cost-effective formwork sys-
tems and solutions, comprehensive service
and know-how. These factors make a deci-
sive contribution to ensure a safe and eco-
nomical completion of every project.

For example, the six lane extension of the A8
Ulm-Munich motorway. In the first phase,
crossing the Danube near Leipheim, a 375 m
long bridge was constructed for the south-
western road section to Munich.

Abutments, hollow box and circular piers,
the superstructure and cantilevered parapets
formed part of the scope of supply of this
construction lot. Perfection in detail resulted
in a very cost-effective project.

Cylindrical and circular solid
foreland piers of a diame-
ter of 2.50 m have been
formed with GRV articulat-
ed walers and GT 24 gird-
ers. In this way, costly
anchors could be saved.
The ready made formwork
was placed by crane on to
the steel reinforcement.

Hollow pier abutments on
the river banks climbed
with VARIO on KG 240.
The adjustment to the oval-
shaped ends was made
with standard VARIO com-
ponents and height exten-
sions.

The stripped pier in
excellent surface with
vertical board structure.

Abutment with TRIO panel
formwork.

Contractor: Bilfinger+Berger, HNL Bayern
Bilfinger+Berger, formwork construction
Roxheim
Field service: PERI Germany, Münich
and Weissenhorn
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Section BSection A

For the construction of the four river piers in
architectural concrete of this border-crossing
bridge structure, PERI planned and assem-
bled two complete formwork sets. PERI’s
pre-assembly service in Berlin punctually
delivered large-size units of VARIO GT 24
girder formwork in transportable dimensions
of up to 6.80 x 2.50 m to the site. Optimal
execution of this special form, and surface
layout of these constructions (alternating
plain and board structure surfaces), was
achieved through pre-assembled height-
extended components and different form-
work lining.

By means of the simple extension and
removal of the VARIO 480 and 600 standard
elements, making use of the VARIO exten-
sion splice and the exactly pre-assembled
height-extended components, very short
cycles were achieved during assembly and
moving of the formwork units.

Willy Brückner, Supervisor:
“VARIO is fantastic girder formwork.
By using these pre-assembled large-size
elements, we were able to save a lot time
and reduce the labour costs.”

Contractor: Porr Technobau Berlin GmbH
Field service: PERI Germany, Saarmund

Ground plan and section
illustrate the difficult layout
of the river piers. Surfaces
had to be formed in archi-
tectural concrete quality.

PERI’s Complete Solutions for Pier Formwork

Übersetzung fehlt
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Safe access for site
personnel was provided
by PERI PD8 stair towers.

PERI climbing form-
work CB 240 used for
the construction of the
up to 53 m high main
piers.

Dartford Bridge over the Thames, England

One of the Largest Cable-Stayed Bridge within Europe – 

Planned, Prefabricated and Delivered Ready For

On October 30, 1991, Dartford Thurrock
Bridge was officially opened to traffic. It is
located near London.

With a maximum span of 450 m and a total

four-lane bridge alleviates the congestion in
the tunnel below which passes under the
River Thames.

More than 35 hollow box piers, up to heights
of 53 m, were formed with VARIO Zugfest
panel formwork and GT 24 in combination
with CB 240 climbing formwork. The concret-
ing height was a constant 5.00 m. PERI also
supplied PD8 stair towers in order to ensure
safe access for the crews at all levels.

Ground plan of a hollow
box pier:
concreting stage (left),
formwork has been
stripped (right)

Contractor: Cementation Construction Ltd., 
London
Field service:
PERI England, Dartford0.50 0.50

2.
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cable-stayed bridges in Europe. The new
length of 2,700 m it is one of the largest
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Hadath-Syrian Border Highway, Lebanon

The complete
formwork is
moved in only
four crane lifts.

Section

Ground plan

After striking the
starter, the
assembly of the
climbing brackets
follows.

Reinforcement can
be safely fixed
inside the protec-
tion of the retract-
ed formwork.

One Cycle Every Day:

VARIO on CB 240 for 73 m High Piers

6.
00
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This 430 m long viaduct is part of an Arabian
trunk road connecting Lebanon and Syria.
20 piers up to heights of 73 m had to be
constructed for two parallel bridge lanes.

PERI supplied the complete formwork plan-
ning as well as the formwork and the climb-
ing systems for this, and for the 14 piers for
the 310 m long Viaduct Grand Hotel further
along the road.

The contractors progressed quickly with
VARIO formwork sets for foundations, pier
shafts and mushroom-shaped pier heads.

CB 240 climbing brackets used in the shafts
enabled 6.00 m high lifts to be concreted
daily. Horizontally-arranged SB-2 brace
frames carried the loads from the can-
tilevered pier heads. Considerable time and
crane capacity was saved through moving
complete formwork units in one lift.

Massimo Appiani,
Project Manager:
“We could maintain the
24 hour cycle with the
CB climbing techniques.
The system proved to be
flexible and easy to use in
the daily work.”

Economical: complete
transport units with climb-
ing brackets and VARIO
panels were moved to the
next pier in one lift.

A high degree of rented
standard components
allowed the efficient con-
struction of the complicat-
ed pier caps. The loads
were safely transferred into
the previous section
through SB-2 brace
frames.

Contractor: TOTO Costruzioni, Italy
Field Service: PERI Lebanon, Beirut and Italy, Basiano

4.
71
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Motorway viaduct near Souillac, France

Demanding Pier Geometry

in 2-Day Cycles

On the new A 20 motorway,
between Orleans and Toulouse,
a 363 m long bridge was built
using a mixed construction tech-
nique, with a maximum height
of 35 m above the ground.

The pre-determined concrete
surfaces and geometry of the six
pairs of pylons resulted in high
demands on the formwork:

ground plan of the piers chan-
ging three times within the
total height, 
alternating plain and structured
architectural concrete
surfaces,
minimized and exact positio-
ning of the climbing formwork
anchor points, 
no visible anchor points.

PERI created a customised solu-
tion using standard elements:

For each concreting cycle, the
VARIO elements were individual-
ly cut according to the concrete
geometry and the suspension
points of the SKSF consoles
were positioned exactly in the
line of fall. Here, special scaffold
mounting rings with a payload
capacity of 250 kN transferred
the loads to the previously cast
sections.

The formwork elements were
retracted on the scaffold bracket
with the help of the carriage of
the single-face, tie-less SKFS
climbing system. In this way, the
profiled and curved (r = 1.58 m)
trapezoidal moulds could be
properly struck and adapted
exactly to the next concreting
step.

Photo, right:
PERI used pre-assembled
anti-slip covering for the
scaffold brackets in order
to guarantee safe working
on the three levels. Pass-
ing from one level to
another was possible with-
out any risk through inte-
grated hatches for the
access ladders.

Ground plan of pier with
changing geometry.

After completion of the
piers, the steel girders for
the compound construction
of the superstructure were
mounted.

Philippe Boisrobert,
Supervisor:
“The fast moving times
surprised us. Our expecta-
tions were fully met with
this formwork solution. It
only took 110 working days
to accomplish each 50 set-
tings of the two formwork
units. All requirements
were fulfilled and the con-
crete design was success-
fully achieved.”

Contractor: Bisseuil, Toulouse
Field Service: PERI France, Bordeaux
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A 71 Motorway Bridge near Besedau, Germany

6.20

6.
02

This newly constructed bridge on the A71
Erfurt – Schweinfurt motorway has a length
of 690 m and spans the Saale river valley.
A total of eight pairs of reinforced concrete
piers, with a special pier head design, sup-
port the two separately constructed carriage-
way superstructures.

PERI was commissioned to deliver the pre-
assembled pier head formwork to the con-
struction site. Planned by PERI engineers in
the technical department and expertly imple-
mented by assembly specialists at the PERI
plant in Weissenhorn, a cost saving solution
was created which allowed the exact realisa-
tion of the pier heads on-site.

Two stopend and two longitudinal elements
formed the pier head formwork. The vertical-
ly positioned timbers in line with the girders
was an advantage for the assembly of the
elements (lack of diagonal cuts) and the load
transfer (less stiffening boards). Formwork
lining was realised with 10 cm wide rough
cut boards. These boards, cut according to
the plans, provided the required concrete
surfaces.

The formwork was placed
on SKSF 240 climbing
brackets with platform can-
tilever beams. The loads
resulting from formwork
and climbing bracket were
transferred to the pier shaft
via climbing cones.

The completely assembled
pier head formwork con-
sisted of two stopend and
two longitudinal elements.
For transportation, the lon-
gitudinal elements were
divided into three sections
and assembled on site
with universal couplings.

Contractor: J.G. Müller, Wetzlar
Field service: PERI Germany, Weissenhorn
and Ebersgöns

On Schedule, Economical and Accurate

Pre-Assembly Service for Special Pier Head Formwork
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Marian Koscielniak,
Contracts Manager:
“There are a lot of positive
things to say about PERI.
Besides the excellent tech-
nology, their engineers are
prepared to solve any prob-
lem directly on-site. This is
also applies to the PERI
delivery service which
delivers on time which
includes those orders
placed at short notice.”

The outer web formwork
and cantilever formwork
of the superstructure was
also formed with PERI
standard system elements.

Cross section of the cast-
ing pit facility with bottom
slab, inner and outer web
formwork as well as can-
tilever and carriageway slab
formwork.

Pier head formwork with
climbing bracket and con-
creting platforms ready for
concreting.

When the first piers were erected, the
casting pit for the construction of the super-
structure was installed at the same time.
Conforming with PERI standard elements
dimensions, the pre-tensioned hollow box
was concreted cycle by cycle in a longitudinal
direction and then moved over the piers
using the incremental launching method.
Realisation of the casting pit as well as the

use of the pier shaft formwork units was
planned by the production planning depart-
ment of the contractor.

3.40 0.45 6.62 2.75
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Uddevalla bron, Sweden

Crane-Independent, Adaptable and Fast

PERI ACS* for Bridge Pylons up to 141 m

On Sweden’s west coast, the North Sea
comes together with numerous fjords. It is
here that the E 06 motorway follows the
coastline. Approximately 100 km north of
Göteborg, the “Uddevalla bron” bridge with
a total length of 1,712 m was constructed.
The road section of the 772 m long high-level
bridge is suspended from the N1 and S1
pylons by means of a supporting cable con-
struction. The road slab extends 414 m
between the two pylons at a height of 47 m
above the water.

The 120 m high N1 north-
ern pylon was erected
directly on the slope of the
river banks.

Peo Halvarsson, contracts
manager, civil engineer.

*ACS = Automatic Climbing System
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The two pylons, N1 (120 m)
and S1 (141 m), support the
carriageway slab in a 414 m
suspended carriageway.

As already used in the Höga Kusten Bron
project, SKANSKA used the ACS self-climb-
ing method for the construction of the
pylons. This patented PERI method allowed
the use of only two formwork sets for the
two different construction geometries. Form-
work could easily be adapted to the alternat-
ing sections. Thus, for the second and third
uses, only few new components were
required.

Climbed internal formwork.
After completion of the
reinforcement, the external
formwork was also
climbed hydraulically.

Inclined-positioned ACS
system with working plat-
forms always in a horizon-
tal position in spite of
varying inclinations.

Contractor:
SKANSKA; Sweden
Field service:
PERI Sweden, Huddinge
PERI Germany, Weissenhorn
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Kao-Ping-His Bridge,Taiwan

PERI ACS* Standard Components

for Complicated Pylon Geometry

With a height of 183.50 m, the pylon was
designed as a hollow box and is the focal
point of the Kao-Ping-His cable-stayed bridge.
It connects the cities of Kaoshiung and Ping-
dong in the south of Taiwan.

The two pylon legs meet at a height of
110 m. This corresponds to a leg inclination
of more than 72° and they join to form a
73.50 m high vertical shaft.

For type kind of construction, the PERI ACS
(Automatic Climbing System) is the ideal
method. The PERI design for the external
formwork elements resulted in five working
platforms arranged one above the other.

All levels are climbed together hydraulically
from cycle to cycle. The internal formwork
was lifted by crane on this occasion. Adapta-
tion to the continuous tapering of the cross
sections was realised by two external main
elements, two internal supplementary ele-
ments and one additional wedge-shaped filler
element.

At a height of 42 m, the
pylon legs are joined by a
cross beam. It carries the
roadway slab and transfers
the loads to the pylons.

On three outside walls, the
climbing units were
designed with two plat-
forms only whilst the
remaining wall was com-
prised of two climbing
units. All five units were
able to climb together at
the same speed.

Parallel-connected ACS units
climbed at a 72° inclination.
Working platforms were
always kept a horizontal
position.

a concreting platform, 
b intermediate platform

for serving the formwork
anchors, 

c main platform for position-
ing of the formwork, 

d platform for hydraulic
and control units, 

e finishing platform for
dismantling of climbing
shoes and anchor cones.

*ACS = Automatic Climbing System
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Ryoji Kikawa,
Project Manager:
“Thanks to the excellent
advice by the PERI super-
visor, performance was
perfect. The initial concret-
ing cycle of 12 days could
rapidly be reduced to 10
days.”

Contractor: Kao-Ping-His-Bridge Joint
Venture Pan Asia, Raito
Field Service: PERI Export Division,
Germany, Weissenhorn
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Jean-Pierre Martin,
Project Leader:

“For this type of construction, the right choice of
formwork and climbing systems is the key to
success. PERI has proved itself to be an extremely
competent partner and the company’s huge project
experience together with it’s tremendous commit-
ment to the project has contributed greatly to the
fact we are ahead of schedule.”

Marc André,
Site Manager:

“PERI ACS is a highly effective self-climbing system
with which the Eiffage crews felt comfortable
working on. The custom steel formwork is a good
solution which ensured we got the required con-
crete surface quality.”

Phillippe Blondeau,
Quality Assurance:

“The results which we achieved with the ACS self-
climbing formwork have completely fulfilled our
expectations. Taking into account the extremely
complex construction geometry, we could produce
a concrete surface of the highest quality.”

This very spectacular bridge project in south-
west France was designed by the English
architect, Sir Norman Foster. Eight sections,
with lengths of 2 x 204 m and 6 x 342 m,
span the River Tarn valley. A total of 7 rein-
forced concrete pylons of heights between
78 and 245 metres will support the 32 metre
wide steel superstructure with its trapezoidal-
shaped hollow box girders and the securing
of the steel pylons carrying the stay cables.

The Viaduct de Millau is part of the fast
motorway connection between Paris and the
Mediterranean area of southern France. The
French government granted usage rights for
the structure over the next 75 years to the
Eiffage construction group and, in return, an
inventory warranty for 120 years was agreed.

PERI`s formwork technology provided a
convincing solution and, within a short time,
the contractors were able to reach a regular
3-day cycle for one concrete section.

PERI’s formwork and shoring concept
is based on special steel formwork which is
designed to handle the large areas to be
formed as well as producing high quality
–concrete surface finishes. All external form-
work climbs hydraulically and crane-inde-
pendently from cycle to cycle using ACS self-
climbing scaffold. The internal formwork is
designed to be lifted by crane.

The complicated form of the construction
required customising existing formwork or
producing new elements for each pouring
step. This was achieved through special
142 mm compensation panels, with addition-
al filler elements for each cycle, and using
telescopic steel walers in the areas of com-
pensation. The formwork was determined
for 100 kN/m2.

To ensure that the construction work was
carried out on schedule, PERI delivered vari-
ous formwork and scaffolding systems to the
site. Their use was strictly in accordance
with the construction schedule on the various
piers which meant use on either different
piers or combined together on one.

Altogether, this correspons to around
6,500 m2 of formwork for the single and
double piers, 196 PERI ACS-R (self-climbing)
brackets, 96 PERI SKSF 240 (crane-lifted)
brackets and 12 scaffolding modules (special
design) which are used as internal scaffolding
on the double piers.

PERI ACS provides a high
level of safety also during
very windy conditions.
The units always remain
connected to the structure
even when climbing.

Highest Bridge Pier in the World in Best Architectural

Concrete Quality Using PERI ACS Self-Climbing Technology

Viaduct de Millau Motorway Bridge, France  
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The 2,460 m long cable stayed bridge carries the road
superstructure at heights of up to 245 metres across
the valley. The tops of the steel pylons reach heights
of 345 metres.

The whole pier cross-
section had completely
enclosed working plat-
forms at all times which
provided high levels of
safety for site personnel
and prevented tools and
equipment from falling off.

Forming of the starters:
closed internally and
externally.

The foundation slabs of the
piers were formed using
VARIO girder wall form-
work on SB brace frames.

Contractor: Eiffage TP, France
Field service: PERI Germany, Weissenhorn
and France, Meaux

The steel superstructure deck was launched at the
same time as the erection of the concrete piers.
Temporary piers made of steel were positioned in the
individual bridge areas in order to reduce the spans
during launching. The steel pylons and the cable stay
construction were then mounted one after the other.
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Viaduct de Millau Motorway Bridge, France  
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14 (2 x 7) complete climb-
ing scaffold units made
up of PERI ACS-R self-
climbers with telescopic
working platforms were
used on the double box
piers.

The PERI solution: only
one anchor position in the
concrete (2nd position
above the concrete joint)
reduced shuttering time
and resulted in a 50%
reduction in anchor posi-
tions. Optimal joint and tie
configuration, together
with special reinforced
plywood, ensured an
excellent concrete finish.

Standard section of double
pier with customised inter-
nal scaffolding and ACS-R
on the outside.

Through the hydraulic climbing device of the ACS system,
the climbing unit is moved to the next concreting section
without the need of intermediate anchors

Viaduct de Millau Motorway Bridge, France 
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At 90 metres below the
road surface, the single
piers divided into a double
box construction. The
tapering of the cross-sec-
tions required continuous
adjustment from cycle to
cycle.

Complicated piers geometry
From the up to 6 metre thick foun-
dation slabs, the piers taper from
27 to 14 metres in the first section.
This is followed by a Y-shaped seg-
ment where the single piers split
into double box piers. At 90 metres
below the road surface, the double
box piers begin to taper upwards
from 14.43 m to 11.13 m at the top.
This meant the cross-section dimen-
sions of the piers changed with
each pouring step and required
constant formwork adjustment.
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Sucharsky Bridge, Danzig, Poland

Proven ACS Self-Climbing Technology

with TRIO and VARIO for 97 m High Pylon

While climbing continues
at the top, assembly meas-
ures for the bridge cables
are taking place below. The
working levels, consisting
of PERI UP Rosett scaffold-
ing units, rest safely on KG
climbing brackets.

Infrastructure in the whole region
of the Baltic Sea industrial city
of Gdynia has been substantially
improved by this modern bridge
construction. It is the second
cable-stayed bridge in Poland,
besides the Swietokrzyski Bridge
in Warsaw. 
The 381 m long and 20.30 m
wide suspension bridge has a
span of 230 m. The 97 m high
pylon is visible from large dis-
tances and resembles an
upturned letter Y. The two taper-
ing pylon legs, inclined at 78°,
meet to form a vertical shaft. 
PERI divided the angled pylon
legs into 13 cycles with twelve
cycles for the shaft. Climbing
was done crane-independently
with the ACS system. In order to
ensure a cost-effective comple-
tion of the project, construction
crews were optimally equipped
with flexible VARIO GT 24 girder
wall formwork elements as well
as fast TRIO formwork for the
internal vertical shaft. The use of
shortened VARIO components
for the inside of the pylon
allowed easy and accurate
adjustment to the cross-section
tapering from 5.00 m to 3.60 m.

The selected climbing and form-
work solutions contributed deci-
sively to the optimization of the
construction progress. Apart
from high accuracy, excellent
concrete surface finishes were
achieved.

The self-climbing units
were equipped with five
working platforms on
different levels.

Wlodzimierz Bielski,
Site Manager:
“With ACS we were able
to work safely and comfort-
ably. The formwork adapt-
ed excellently to the chang-
ing cross-sections and incli-
nation. This enabled us to
achieve high productivity.”

Both pylon legs climb simultaneously. In
spite of the inclination, working platforms
at all levels (concreting, main, climbing and
finishing) are adjusted continuously in a
horizontal position which means construc-
tion crews could work more efficiently.

Contractor: Warbud S.A., Warsaw
Field Service: PERI Poland, Warsaw,
Danzig and PERI Germany, Weissenhorn
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Despite its favourable location, the industrial
area could only be accessed by means of an
old bridge. A new construction could reme-
dy this disadvantage. 

The central piece of the ACS climbing
system: With a 100 kN lifting force per
bracket, the ACS climbing system has a
lot of reserves. The ACS 100 climbing unit
with patented rack system functions
automatically, safely and without jerks.
Climbing speed is 0.5 m/min.

At the angled pylon legs,
internal and external VARIO
GT 24 elements on ACS
brackets are climbed crane-
independently. Six working
levels provide ample space
for construction crews. The
concreting cycle height
was 4.27 m.
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Arthur Ravenel Jr. Bridge, Charleston, USA

Built on two artificial islands in the
Cooper River, the pylons are steadily
rising in weekly cycles with PERI ACS
self-climbing technology and VARIO
GT 24 girder wall formwork. Two 50 m
long PERI special constructions act as
catwalks which allow easy and time-
saving movement for site personnel
from pylon to pylon.
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Safe, Accurate and Fast

PERI ACS for 175 m High Bridge Piers

Two 175 m high piers, at a distance of 472 m
from each other, take the loads of this cable
stay construction which connects both sides
of the Cooper River.
The short construction time together with
tough logistical requirements (all materials
had to be transported to both piers using
barges) and the necessity to save on crane
capacity meant that the use of a self-climb-
ing formwork system was essential.
PERI engineers designed an extremely effi-
cient formwork concept containing detailed
pre-determined working speeds. These were
maintained by the construction crews with a
high degree of productivity. The high require-
ments placed on the concrete surfaces
together with the dimensional accuracy were
fully met using PERI ACS combined with
VARIO GT 24 girder wall formwork. The scaf-
folding units remained permanently connect-
ed to the structure even during climbing
which ensured high levels of safety through-
out. All wind loads were taken into consider-
ation during the planning phase.
Around 1,000 m2 of VARIO GT 24 girder wall
formwork was used as well as eight ACS-V
platforms for the inclined pier sections and
eight ACS-R platforms for the sloped areas.
On the lower half of the piers, up to the
change in slope, one concreting section of
4.15 m was finished per week. Due to the
simplified reinforcement arrangement and
smaller construction geometry, concreting
took place every four to five days and the
contractors were able to reduce the sched-
uled pour sequence from seven to five days.

With PERI ACS, four work-
ing levels together with the
formwork are lifted from
cycle to cycle without the
use of a crane: concreting
platforms, shuttering and
striking levels, climbing and
finishing platforms used to
disassemble the climbing
shoes and anchors.

The new bridge has creat-
ed optimal conditions for
meeting today´s demand-
ing road and waterway traf-
fic requirements. The road
itself lies 61 m above the
surface of the river which
allows the passage of large
ships.

Contractors: Palmetto Bridge Constructors: Joint Venture
Tidewater/Skanska USA Inc. and HBG Constructors
Inc./Flatiron Structures Company
Field Service: PERI USA, Indianapolis and PERI Germany,
Weissenhorn

Climbing cycle sequence
for change in inclination
on bridge pier.

Peo Halvarsson,
Contract Manager:
“Previous experience, the
inexpensive price and an
excellent working relation-
ship with the PERI engi-
neers made our decision
regarding the choice of
formwork supplier an easy
one. The PERI solution pro-
vided us with a formwork
system with which we
could work quickly and pro-
duce quality results at the
same time.” 

Arthur Ravenel Jr. Bridge, Charleston, USA
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Waterways crossing Magdeburg, Germany

Three Large-Scale Construction

Sites for Efficient Waterways

Since 1934, plans had existed to connect the
Rhine and Oder rivers by a navigable water-
way. These plans were taken up again and,
after a re-design, were put into effect and the
project was finished in 2003.

It constitutes an economical and environmen-
tally-friendly alternative for the transportation
of bulk and hazardous goods.

The development comprised of various indi-
vidual projects and required approximately
336,000 m2 of formwork and 560,000 m3 of
concrete.

The reason to invite PERI on board as a
reliable partner for formwork and scaffolding,
apart from the tight time schedule and the
cost situation, was the positive experience
from using PERI systems on previous pro-
jects over many years. Site support was pro-
vided by PERI Magdeburg. 

Canal bridge over the river Elbe

The direct connection between the Elbe-
Havel Canal and the Mittelland Canal forms
the longest canal bridge in Europe.

On SKS platforms, the VARIO elements of
the river piers climbed rapidly above the
waters. Based on exact assembly plans, the
elements with their pre-adjustment plates
perfectly formed the required geometry.
Especially time-saving feature during climb-
ing: formwork and climbing platforms could
be lifted as one unit to the next cycle.
The 17 monumental piers of the foreland
bridge are characterised by positioned tie
points, dummy joints, clearly defined box-
outs and a ship´s bow geometry. Excellent
concrete surfaces were achieved using the
VARIO elements.

Bridge construction over
the Elbe: with PERI VARIO
girder wall formwork on
climbing brackets for abut-
ments and river piers. The
abutments of the river
bridge, each with two pairs
of towers, limit the 228 m
long steel construction.

The result of the ribbed-shaped foreland piers talks for
itself: elegant design with excellent architectural concrete
surfaces.

Raimund Hilmer,
General foreman:
“We were very satisfied
with the PERI systems.
Handling of MULTIPROP
and VARIO were especially
convincing.”

Contractor: BILFINGER+BERGER Bau AG, Magdeburg
Field Service: PERI Stuttgart and PERI Germany,
Weissenhorn
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Hohenwarthe Double Sluice

Based on a single-sluice design, only 60% of
the normal water requirements are needed
for the lifting process.
Two 190 m long and 12.50 m wide sluice
chambers were constructed which required
about 320,000 m3 of concrete for an area of
180,000 m2. Approx, 12,000 m2 of formwork
was needed for this at peak times. 

For the smooth, straight walls, the contrac-
tors relied on VARIO girder wall formwork
with KG and SKS climbing brackets. Special
steel rear tensioning reduced the number of
ties needed and increased the possible con-
creting speeds.

Rothensee Sluice

This construction was built to connect the
Mitteland canal to the Magdeburg harbour
and River Elbe. 

All requirements were completely fulfilled by
TRIO panel formwork and VARIO elements.
6,800 m2 of TRIO formwork and more than 

6,600 m2 VARIO formwork had to be sup-
plied for these project.

By rear tensioning the formwork units, the
number of time-consuming ties was signifi-
cantly reduced and large units could remain
connected for moving. The maximum

Reinhard Meyer,
Senior Foreman:
“We had absolutely no
problems with the VARIO
climbing formwork. This is
a solid formwork system
which only needs two ties
per cycle height.”

Contractor: BILFINGER+BERGER Bau AG, Magdeburg 
Technical Support: B+B formwork construction Roxheim

The solid construction needed single-sided
formwork. PERI SKS transfers the high
concrete pressure loads via the climbing
cones without any problems.

Werner Meyer, Foreman:
„My crew liked working
with PERI. The systems
correspond to all technical
requirements and specifi-
cations.”

Contractor: Heitkamp GmbH, Magdeburg 
Technical Support: Heitkamp Systembau GmbH

deflection of the formwork was less than
4 mm for a 4.60 m concreting cycle height.
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Carinski Bridge, Mostar, Bosnia-Herzegovina

Reconstruction According to Original Design
PERI Formwork Technology for Modern Bridge Building

Following its destruction in 1992, the Carinski
bridge was rebuilt on original lines using
modern methods.

The first step in erecting the arched bridge
was to pre-cast a set of four arches on site
using PERI HANDSET. Mobile cranes lifted
these sections into position on the recon-
structed abutments. The two halves were
then lowered to form the required arch.

The formwork for the in-situ concrete was
designed by PERI engineers in the form of a
mobile carriage. This was moved on the pre-
cast arches from one casting segment to the
next, carrying the loads from the concrete
between the arches.

Abutment formed with
PERI VARIO on SKS
platforms.

A total of 3,300 m3 con-
crete was required for this
141 m long and 11.00 m
wide double-span bridge.
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The PERI carriage carried the VARIO soffit
formwork for the in-situ concrete that had
to be poured between the structural
arches.

The concrete arches,
pre-cast on site with
PERI HANDSET ele-
ments, were positioned
on the abutments and
lowered with mobile
cranes.

Marinko Marohnić, 
Project Manager

Section A - A

Contractor:
Viadukt Bau AG, Zagreb,
Hidrogradnja, Sarajevo
Field Service:
PERI Croatia

After a construction time of only
14 months, 43 days before the
planned completion date, the
Carinski Bridge can be seen again
in all its former glory.
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Bridge over the River Raab, Hungary

Riverside VARIO wall formwork and
bottom slab formwork for the inclined
main beams. The loads from the form-
work and fresh concrete are carried by
the MULTIPROP system until the setting
process is finished.
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Bridge over the River Raab, Hungary

The town of Sarvar had to suffer years of
traffic congestion before a ring road was
constructed to alleviate the situation. Near
the well-known west Hungarian health resort,
the federal highway No. 84 crosses the River
Raba. The designated bridge was built as a
steel composite construction. 

In order to take the steel arches of the main
bridge section – with a 78 m span – specially
designed reinforced concrete abutments
were erected on the banks of the river. The
bearing walls, with an inclination of 45°, and
the lower elements of the frame optically
follow the arch of the steel main beam and
transfer the loads to the foundations. The
riverside wall surface is softened by partially
curved cavities.

Easy to Mount System Components

Formwork and Scaffolding for Extraordinary Constructions

The contractor decided in favour of a PERI
solution based on the VARIO GT 24 system.
With the addition of arched-shaped timber
formers between plywood and girders, an
ideal formwork geometry was achieved. The
individual VARIO elements moved by a crane
could be quickly combined by means of
extension splices on the girder joints and uni-
versal couplings on the steel waler joints.
Through the high stability of these system
connections, and the reliable load transfer via
SLS heavy duty spindles and MULTIPROP
spindles, realisation of the complicated con-
struction along with high quality concrete
surfaces could be carried out simultaneously. 

Jenő Bodor,
Site Manager:
“Apart from a few special
components for the closing
of very complicated sur-
faces, we could work
exclusively with rented
PERI system components.
In this way we were able
to achieve the minimum
tolerance of only 1 cm
even at the reinforced con-
crete and steel construc-
tion connecting points.”

Each of the concrete bear-
ings were constructed with
self-compacting concrete
in three concreting cycles.
In the background, the
steel arch construction is
being prepared for posi-
tioning after the bearings
have been completed.

In the third cycle, the
upper frame support was
concreted. As falsework,
the heavy duty MULTI-
PROP system (with a
capacity of 90 kN/prop)
was used with TRIO panel
formwork as wall form-
work.11

.6
4
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Contractor: MAHID 2000 Rt., Budapest
Field Service: PERI Hungary, Budapest

Application of the UK 70
universal coupling.
For anchoring the counter-
ing formwork to the foun-
dation slab in order to
avoid “floating”…

… and as rigid connection
for SRU steel walers and
installing SLS heavy duty
spindles.

VARIO formwork for the inclined wall areas between the
main beams of the bearing surface. With RS 1000 push
pull props, the required position of the VARIO elements
could be accurately adjusted.
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Bridge over the Leie, Waregen, Belgium

Right on Time

With PERI Formwork Technology

External and internal formwork on PD 8 slab
tables – movable and height-adjustable.

The bridge over the River Leie, near Waregen
in Belgium, was part of the by-pass develop-
ment and has resulted in a reduction of
approx. 15,000 vehicles driving through the
town on a daily basis.

It crosses the 51 m wide river diagonally and
has a span of 258 m. The 15.80 m width
comprises of two road lanes as well as cycle
tracks and footpaths.

The bridge is a conventional box girder
design. However, there was one unusual
technical aspect of the construction work:
one half of the bridge, 125 m long and
weighing 4,500 tonnes, was constructed on
each bank, resting on one main (95%) and
on auxiliary pier.

After completion, both bridge parts were
rotated around the axis of the pier and
pushed towards the centre of the river. The
connecting section was then concreted.

The bottom slab formwork (7.50 x 6.88 m),
consisting of GT 24 girders, was supported
by adjustable jacks on an auxiliary structure
which was moved for the 20 concreting
cycles.

Two to three days after concreting the bot-
tom slab, the bridge formwork followed using
inside and outside formwork carriages. PD 8
slab tables, extended from 3.25 m up to
6.33 m, formed the supporting structure. 

Additional elements were bolted to the wall
formwork for height adjustment. The internal
formwork could be adjusted from 5.20 m and
6.70 m using buttress frames.

Total surface of the inside and outside form-
work amounted to 242 m2. With two sets of
formwork, one bridge section was construct-
ed per week.

Travelling outside and inside formwork 
on PD 8 tables adjustable for heights.

Contractor: A.B. Antwerpe
Bouwwerken, Antwerpe, Belgium
Field Service: PERI Belgium,
Londerzeel
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Andre Eeman, Supervisor

Bridge half with setting of stopend on
bottom slab in advance, with internal and
external formwork for finishing.

This was the first time that this bridge-building technique
had been used in Belgium.

Completed bridge halves
rotated into position just
before being connected.
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Fuldatal Bridge, Kassel, Germany

Climbing With and Without Crane

Climbing Formwork for Arched and Vertical Piers

As part of the Hannover-Würzburg high-speed
rail link development, the vertical and arched
piers of the Fuldatal Bridge near Kassel were
constructed using PERI self-climbing form-
work.

Passengers on the Inter-City express trains
have exactly 11 seconds to admire the beau-
ty of the Fulda Valley as this is the time that
the train takes to cross the 1,100 m long and
up to 65 m high bridge before entering in the
next tunnel.

The arched (A-frame) piers were designed to
transfer the horizontal loads created when a
train crosses the bridge.

The self-climbing formwork had to fulfil spe-
cial requirements: on one hand the tapering
sections had to be cost-effectively formed.

Constructed in 3-day
cycles: PERI self-climbing
arched pier formwork for
the Fuldatal Bridge
Morschen, near Kassel.

The heart of the system was a lattice girder,
with articulated formwork panels and climb-
ing hydraulics, placed in the pier´s box sec-
tion.  

Shuttering, reinforcement work, concreting,
striking and moving were carried out in a
three-day cycle.

The total of 22 vertical piers were formed
with first generation PERI self-climbing form-
work (KG 240 with hydraulically driven multi-
purpose tracks).

On the other, the inclination and curvature,
which varied with each lift, had to be taken
into consideration.

The individual concreting sections of the arch
bow were 3.20 m.

In addition, it was necessary for all eight
forming surfaces, reinforcement areas, mov-
ing and adjustment equipment to be acces-
sible. The deflection of the steel structure
caused by dead loads and concreting forces
also had to be considered.

PERI’s solution was to create an arched pier
formwork system that climbed automatically.
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The constantly changing
angle of the arch did not
prevent the working plat-
forms from remaining
level.

Self-climbing formwork for the
up to 65 m high vertical piers.

Contractor: Philipp Holzmann
AG, Frankfurt
Field Service: PERI Germany,
Frankfurt and Weissenhorn

Section of arched
pier formwork

Pier formwork, self-climb-
ing formwork for arches
and superstructure form-
work – all supplied by
PERI.
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Bridge over the Triebisch Valley, Nossen, Germany

Trumpet-Shaped Pier Head Formwork

Customised and Ready to be Mounted

The bridge over the Triebischbach Valley
formed part of the BAB 4 motorway devel-
opment project in Saxony. 
Two parallel rows of five circular piers sup-
port the two three-lane carriageways, each
with a width of 19 m. 
The individual piers are identical at the base
and are up to 49 m high.
PERI supplied the formwork for the pier
shafts (columns), pier heads and the super-
structure.

The elements were pre-assembled at the
PERI plant and transported in sections by
truck to the construction site. 

After completion of the piers, construction
of the 2 x 19 m wide superstructures were
carried out using the classical incremental
launching method.

Customised VARIO solution for the tapering circular pier
shafts. With concreting heights of 5.20 m, and a wall thick-
ness of 40 cm, one set of formwork was sufficient which
was moved in a three-day cycle.

Section of pier axis with pier shafts,
pier heads and superstructures.
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Günther Pöpperl (left)
and Armin Rücker,
Senior Foremen.

Contractor: J.G. Müller GmbH, Wetzlar
Field Service: PERI Germany,
Weissenhorn and Ebersgöns.

Suspended SB 2 brace frames were used
for the scaffolding platforms on the pier
head.
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Highway extension, Hrdlořezy, North Czechia

34 m High Piers and Pier Heads

Formed with SKSF Climbing Formwork

The highway between Mladá Boleslav and
Ceská Lipa crosses over a valley. The approx.

With a cycle height of 4.80 m, concreting
took place every six days.

VARIO girder wall formwork for the piers and
pier heads consisted of standard compo-
nents. The VARIO corner panels allowed easy
striking even in the narrow recess of the pier.
SKSF climbing brackets transferred the
resulting forces into the concreted section
below.

The single-sided SKSF climbing system was
equipped with carriages which allowed mov-
ing the formwork on the scaffold for a dis-
tance of 75 cm without a crane. 
This made construction progress easier as
well as providing site crews carrying out rein-
forcement work with safe working conditions
at all times.    

The pier widens at an angle of 15° over the
last four metres under the superstructure.
The standard pier formwork was supplement-
ed to achieve this.

By simple adjustment of the SKS com-
pression spindles, the complete formwork
system could be adjusted to adapt to the
15° inclination of the pier head.

Section A – A through the pier head Ground plan of the pier with formwork

Ing. Vl. Smid, contracts manager (left)
Ing. Libor Czermak, (right),
PERI Czech Republic

Contractor: Stavby Mostu AS
Field Service:
PERI Czech Republic, Prague
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300 m long bridge is supported by six
H-shaped piers, each 3.20 m x 4.50 wide
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Creve Cœur Lake Memorial Park Bridge, St. Louis, USA

Shorter Forming Times

in Spite of Difficult Bridge Geometry
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As part of the Federal Highway
364 (Park Ave.) development
project, the state of Missouri
constructed this bridge in the
Maryland Mountains region. Total
construction costs were 72 mil-
lion dollars for an approx. 800 m
long bridge with nine spans each
of which is almost 100 m long.
Four lanes on two separate struc-
tures were built and a hollow box
section with an arched underside
formed the superstructure. The
hollow box was constructed
using the balanced cantilever
method. The bridge crosses an
inlet of the Creve Coeur Lake and
has a maximum height of 46 m
above the water.

The bridge was designed as a
hollow box structure with two
coupled superstructure elements
and the total width of the road-
way construction is approx.
26 m. As the main contractor,
Walter Construction were faced
with the problem of choosing a
formwork system able to meet
site requirements. The main
focus was directed on short
shuttering times and an easy to
handle formwork construction.
As PERI´s proposals fulfilled
these requirements exactly,
Walter decided in favour of PERI
as formwork supplier. 

The PERI solution enabled the
contractor not only to maintain
the tight schedule but also to
reduce shuttering times. After
assembling the formwork sets
on the first two pairs of piers,
shuttering times could, once
again, be significantly reduced
in the following cycles. 

Between 620 m2 and 860 m2 of formwork
was used for the pier tables on the nine
pairs of piers.

Standard section of the double hollow box
section at the level of the pier table.

Bridge was planned by the engineers
of Sverdrup.

Alex Schmalz, Site Manager:
“VARIO, MULTIPROP and TRIO formwork
systems are easy to handle and use which
made the decision to use them a simple
one. The competent and excellent on-site
support by the engineers from PERI
Indianapolis was another positive aspect.”

VARIO girder wall formwork was used for
the web and cantilever formwork.

MULTIPROP supporting system transfers
the fresh concrete loads from the can-
tilever without any problems.

Contractor: Walter Construction (USA),
branch St. Louis
Field Service:
PERI Germany, Weissenhorn
and PERI USA, Indianapolis
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Bridge construction near Aix les Milles, South of France

Standardised Shoring Tables

for a Series of Underpasses

A number of underpasses had to be con-
structed as part of the D9 highway widening
between Marseille and Aix en Provence.

MULTIPROP was chosen as the shoring sys-
tem. The formwork with GT 24 girders was
delivered to the site pre-assembled.

The different inclinations of the slab and bot-
tom slab – which were sometimes opposed
– required a flexible support scaffold offering
a wide range of height adjustment which,
nevertheless, had to retain its full load capa-
city even with the spindle fully extended. This
resulted in reducing the time and expense
for the static and planning to a minimum.

The loads were much higher in the haunched
table area than in the standard sections.
Through the variable spacing of the MULTI-
PROP frame legs, an optimal material utili-
sation could be achieved here.

Standardisation of the scaffolding and and
superstructure formwork allowed extremely
fast shuttering.

The slab support scaffolding and formwork
were moved across from the first to the
second carriageway slab and then transport-
ed to the next site on a low-loader.

Contractor: Gardiol, Sisteron
Field Service:
PERI France, Meaux

Each leg of the MULTIPROP system car-
ries up to 90 kN even when the spindle is
fully extended. Prefabricated elements
allow fast assembly.
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Superstructructures/Falsework

Roadway slab haunched at the abutments.
Up to 6.40 m high shoring. The 16 table
units were moved transversally.

Rollers help moving
the 7.50 x 2.80 m
large table units much
easier.

Haunched table 

M. Faure, Supervisor

MULTIPROP 
MP 350
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Ladce motorway bridge – Sverepec, Beluša crossing, Slovakia

Falsework for Curved Hollow Box Bridge

with ST 100 Stacking Towers

On the D1 motorway, between Ladce and
Sverepec, there is a 380 m long, curved
bridge. The 12.94 m wide roadway super-
structure was designed as a pre-tensioned,
double hollow box that was constructed in
ten concreting sections.
PERI system components were exclusively
used for the formwork and falsework: quickly
erected ST 100 stacking towers for the 13 m
high and 55 m long falsework in the first sec-
tion, flexible VARIO units as soffit, web and
cantilevered formwork. Only 3.55 m long
steel beams were needed as special parts
for rational construction.

Both the shape of the ground and the longi-
tudinal and transversal slopes of the structur-
al geometry were compensated by the
ST 100 falsework. Steel supports already on
site could also be well integrated into the
superstructure. The cantilevered and external
web formwork of completely pre-assembled
VARIO units was placed on the falsework so
that only the coupling of the units had to be
carried out at a height of 11-13 m.

The site executed the pro-
ject cost-effectively with
880 m2 of VARIO and
8,000 m3 of ST 100 stack-
ing towers.
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Superstructures/Falsework

ST 100 stacking towers safely
take the heavy loads at great
heights.

Timesaving: the VARIO units of the can-
tilevered and external web formwork can
be moved with the PERI C-hook in one lift.

The cantilevered and external web form-
work can be perfectly adjusted to the
slope by articulated couplings and heavy-
duty props.

The VARIO units achieve
the architectural demands
for the concrete surfaces
with a formlining for a
boarded structure.

Ivan Majer, Site Manager:
“The erection and striking of the ST 100
stacking towers was very easy and fast.
Longitudinal and transverse slopes cold be
adjusted without any problem. We had
good experience with a low amount of
work using VARIO.”

Contractor: Hydrostav, a.s., Bratislava
Field Service:
PERI Slovakia, Bratislava and
PERI Germany, Weissenhorn
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Adaptable, Easily Assembled and High Load-bearing Capacity

PERI UP Rosett Falsework for Bridge Construction

Spoecker Weg Bridge, Graben-Neudorf, Germany

This single-span bridge, located close to the
town of Graben-Neudorf, crosses the B35
Federal Highway from Bruchsal to Germers-
heim and serves as a flyover for a country
road.

After both sets of piers were completed, a
supporting scaffold system was required
which allowed the cost-effective construction
of the T-beam shaped superstructure cross-
section. The contractors decided in favour of
PERI UP Rosett.

The formwork bottom, on head spindles and
GT 24 lattice girders, flowed exactly the
geometry of the ribbed slab which was to be
concreted. Due to the 50 cm Rosett incre-
ments on the verticals as well as selective
positioning of ledgers and diagonals, an opti-
mal static working load of the falsework was
achieved. This also ensured that the amount
of materials actually used was that which
was only absolutely necessary.

Contractors: Ingenieur- und Tiefbau,
Stetzler GmbH & Co. KG, Pforzheim
Field Service: PERI Germany, Weissenhorn
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The horizontal loads were
carried by the previously-
concreted inclined piers.

Through the high rigidity
of PERI UP, the number of
diagonals was kept to a
minimum.

On the longitudinal side of
the carriageway, an inte-
grated 72 cm wide working
area with guardrails.

GT 24 lattice girders, used
as main and cross beams,
form the basis of the form-
work bottom and the nail-
disk-binder which provide

the exact cross-section of
the superstructure slab.
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Czerniakowska Intersection, Warsaw, Poland

9,50

4,75 4,75

Warsaw’s road network is gradually being
upgraded to meet the demands of a modern-
day European city. Part of the Czerniakowska
intersection are two viaducts: the 430 m
long, 11.90 m wide CE-2 construction which
links the city with the Ursynow district and
the 600 m long, 14.60 m high CE-3 which
will connect the exit on the Siekierkowski
Bridge with the Wilanow suburb.

Problem-Free Construction 

and Uninterrupted Traffic Flow

The requirements placed by the design and
concrete surface finish of the viaduct piers
were met with VARIO GT 24 girder wall form-
work, TRIO panel formwork and SRS steel
circular column formwork.

The pre-stressed hollow box construction for
the superstructure was formed with VARIO
GT 24 and MULTIFLEX using the ST 100
stacking towers to safely transfer loads.

Through the use of HD 200 heavy duty props
and standard main beams, the “modular con-
struction system” allowed an uninterrupted
flow of traffic during the whole time con-
struction work was carried out.

According to the site management, this
extraordinary achievement by PERI was com-
plimented off through the reliable material
logistics as well as comprehensive project
support from PERI Warsaw.

Everything from one
source: trough external
formwork and the can-
tilever formwork for the
superstructure using
VARIO GT 24 and MULTI-
FLEX on ST 100 stacking
towers. Adjusting exactly
to the longitudinal slope
and cross fall is done with
adjustable crosshead
spindles.

Cross-section of pre-
stressed hollow box
superstructure.
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Siekierkowski Bridge

City centre

Wilanow
(District)

Ursynow
(District)

Contractor: Joint Venture DROMEX S.A.-Mostostal
Warszawa S.A./WARBUD S.A./KPRM SKANSKA S.A.
Field Service: PERI Poland, Warsaw

Support construction using standard parts from the HD 200 heavy duty
system. This ensures a safe transfer of loads during the building of the
superstructure. Furthermore, there was no interruptions to the flow of
traffic – up to 18,000 vehicles a day use this route.

Sławomir Ramski, Site
Manager KPRM (left) and
Piotr Kolasa, WARBUD:
“PERI delivered the perfect
solution for spanning the road
without hindering the constant
flow of traffic. You can always
rely on PERI. If necessary, the
company’s specialists came to
the site at night, Sundays and
public holidays.”
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New railway bridge, Chomutov, Czech Republic

Successful First Use
HD 200 Heavy Duty Steel Props

Re-routing of the railway track made it neces-
sary to build a new bridge having up to 9 m
high piers with a 26 m spacing from centre
to centre.

Directly on the piers, the contractors erected
shoring for the main beam area with compo-
nents taken from the HD 200 heavy-duty sys-
tem.

During construction, with the first aluminium
crossbeams already assembled, PERI sup-
plied newly developed HDSS steel sections –
the first time these had been used. These
matched the system perfectly, could be han-
dled in the same manner as the aluminium
sections, but take considerably higher loads.

In this way, contractors could further ratio-
nalise the cost-effectiveness of the HD
heavy-duty system und create a solid sup-
porting system for the superstructure form-
work comprised of PERI standard compo-
nents.

In order to achieve the
required load-bearing
capacity, it was sufficient
to use only one top and/or
one bottom crossbeam
per main beam area, in
connection with the steel
sections.

With the 8.20 m high alu-
minium section main beam
areas, an additional hori-
zontally stiffened cross-
beam was necessary in
order to reduce the unsup-
ported length.
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Superstructures/Falsework

Standard components from
the PERI rental stockyard:
a flexible solution that can
be adjusted to all common
carriageway slab geome-
tries.

Site Manager,
Miroslav Parpel:
“With increasing height,
the steel sections take
considerably higher loads.
Assembly and handling is,
however, as easy and safe
as for the aluminium sec-
tions.”

1.00 m high and up to
24 m long steel profiles
served as longitudinal
beams for the superstruc-
ture formwork. SRZ steel
walers with waler hinges,
compression braces and
GT 24 girders, placed
directly on these beams,
formed exactly the
required shape of the
superstructure.

Contractor: SSZ AG
Field service:
PERI Czech Republic, Jesenice
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Federal Highway 13, Dresden – Berlin, Germany

Fast Pre-Assembly and Positioning

Falsework Comprising of HD 200 Components for Motorway Viaduct 

PERI’s heavy duty system was used suc-
cessfully for the construction of BW 60, the
first of a total of five bridge structures.

Contractors, Dyckerhoff & Widmann AG,
required the assembly of the system to be
carried out by their own crews in order to
forego the use of subcontractors as well as
maintaining flexible construction progress. 

The task:
10 pre-cast longitudinal beams (50 tonnes
each) had to be maintained in assembly posi-
tion until the concreting of the crossbeams
to the abutments and placing of the concrete
topping had been done. Span of the beams
was 22.30 m.

The PERI HD75 working
scaffold bracket provides
safe working conditions
even at the top girder level.

Hans Ferl, Supervisor:
“Without any previous
knowledge we were able
to carry out assembly by
ourselves after only one
day of instruction by PERI
personnel. Special tools
were not necessary.”
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Superstructures/Falsework

HD 200 falsework – four
main beam areas with each
15 HD 200 heavy-duty
props.

The HD main beam areas
safely take the high loads
from the pre-cast longitu-
dinal beams.

Contractor: DYWIDAG, Dresden
Field Service:
PERI Germany, Weissenhorn and Dresden

HDS 270 prop section
with HDK 45 head
spindle and HDA
lowering device.

The solution:
Four main beam areas, with an approximate
height of 5.46 m each, were placed on the
abutments and central piers. For each main
beam area, 15 props were mounted which
could take a load of approx. 20 tonnes each.
They comprised of combined PERI HDS
sections 270, 90 and 30 and one HDK head
spindle each and one HDA lowering device.
Each of these components weighed less
than 30 kg.

Bracing of the main beam areas was done
without welding so that all parts were
reusable. HD double tie yokes were fixed to
the top and bottom main beams and ten-
sioned by screwed-on wing nut pivot plates. 

The original tightly calculated assembly times
could be considerably reduced. Due to the
small amount of space required by the PERI
heavy-duty system, traffic could flow without
interruptions underneath the construction
area.
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Příbram Bridge, Czech Republic

Flexible Truss Girder 

Consisting of PERI Standard Components

Construction of a new bridge, part of the
connecting road between the town of
Príbram and the village of Podlesí, had to be
carried out during 2003.
The foundations of the old bridge were
washed away during the floods in 1992 and
continued use of the bridge was no longer
possible.

For carrying out the construction work, PERI
engineers provided an interesting and unusu-
al solution for the required bridge falsework.
The complete superstructure was concreted
in an elevated position in the first stage and,
after striking, hydraulically lowered to its final
position. 

The complete bridge falsework from PERI
and the hydraulic system were positioned on
abutment foundations in order to avoid the
need for intermediate propping on the river
bed which was at risk of being flooded.

The falsework had a span of 9.24 m for the
massive 70 cm thick bridge slab and was
constructed completely with rentable PERI
standard components.

Přemysl Mališ, Site Manager:
“Together with PERI, we succeeded in
erecting a simple support scaffold form-
work construction across the river without
affecting its normal flow. The technology
also simplified the subsequent lowering
of the bridge carriageway.”

Contractor: Swietelsk s.r.o. (Bridge
Construction)
Field Service: PERI Czech Republic,
Jesenice

The latticed load-bearing structure comprised
of PERI SRU universal walers, rigid UK 70
universal couplers as well as SLS heavy duty
spindles. Pre-assembly was simple and fast,
and the construction was lifted into position
by crane.
The 13-piece, 100 cm high trussed girder
was placed on a double HD 200 main beam
with interconnected HD wedge lowering
device boxes and horizontally stiffened with
bracket braces and tie rods.

Formwork comprising of GT 24 lattice girders
PERI AW slab edge trestle and plywood
supplied by the contractors completed the
construction.
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Cross-section showing the
truss arrangement.

Superstructures/Falsework

Bottom view of the false-
work with cross bracing
and supported on the abut-
ment.

The rigid UK 70 universal
coupler connects the SRU
universal steel waler on the
upper and lower chords of
the truss.

SRU universal steel waler,
U120 profile in 16 lengths
from 72 cm to 597 cm,
and the U140 with a length
of 497 cm.

UK 70 universal coupling
for rigid SRU steel waler
connections as well as
connecting SLS heavy duty
spindles.

Longitudinal section with
truss and HD 200 beams.
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Wildwechsel Bridge, Rammenau, Saxony, Germany

Movable Shoring with

HD 200 Heavy Duty System

On Federal Motorway 4 between Dresden
and Bautzen, a 56 m wide bridge construc-
tion for wild animals was built as a double
span frame construction.
The abutment walls were formed together
with the superstructure slab in one casting
segment. In addition, there had to be no
interruptions to the flow of traffic on the
motorway during the whole construction
period.

PERI developed a cost-effective formwork
solution which resembled a tunnel formwork
construction: the internal side formwork for
the abutments was connected to the shoring
and was moved as one unit from cycle to
cycle for a total of eight concreting steps.

The internal side formwork
for the abutments was
connected to the shoring
and, similar to tunnel form-
work, was moved together.

Contractor:
ZÜBLIN Sachsen GmbH
Field Service:
PERI Germany, Dresden

More economical shoring
structures with HD 200;
diagonal bracing with tie
rods and double tie yokes
without being welded can
also be realised.

Architectural concrete with
a board structure: for those
surfaces still visible, the
formlining consisted of
doubled boards.

In each case, four main beam areas made of
HD 200 heavy duty props with primary
beams formed the vertical load carrying sys-
tem for the superstructure and were braced
in pairs.
The cost of purchase and special elements
was considerably reduced as approx. 90%
of the components used were rental parts.
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Superstructures/Formwork

Side formwork and curved
areas – transition. Wall/slab
materials consist of 
pre-assembled VARIO
elements.

The PERI HD 200 heavy
duty system as supporting
scaffold allowed motorway
traffic to flow as normal
even when the formwork
construction was being
moved from cycle to cycle.

Adolf Frank, Supervisor:
“The PERI supporting
frame solution is a techni-
cally sophisticated system.
Due to the effective train-
ing given by PERI engi-
neers, we only needed a
short introductory phase
and had a good feeling
from the beginning
onwards when using the
equipment.”
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A8 Motorway Junction, Pforzheim West, Germany

Bridge and Abutments

In One Pour

The underpass consists of a bridge construc-
tion with inclined abutments. The cross-sec-
tion with superstructure, return walls and
cantilevered arched portal was to be formed
in one pour.

Using as many standard components as pos-
sible, site crews succeeded in forming the
extremely difficult construction design. For
this, for example, rentable VARIO standard
components as well as inclined shoring from
the PERI bridge building programme were
used.
The arched form of the cantilevered portal
roof was realised using filler boxes.

Supporting the 1.00 m to 1.20 m thick slab
was carried out with ST 100 stacking towers
over the whole area. The formwork com-
prised of GT 24 lattice girders. 

Three working cycles were planned for the
length of the bridge whereby the middle
block was concreted afterwards to the two
outer sections.
The shoring and formwork for the inclining
walls could be moved from cycle to cycle as
a complete unit due to rollers fitted under the
construction.

First outer block finished,
the second is shuttered.

First outer block with form-
work grid for the portal.

First outer block with
VARIO standard elements
as inclining wall formwork
– horizontal outside,
vertical on the inside.
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Superstructures/Formwork

The supporting scaffold
for the slab comprised of
ST 100 stacking towers
and GT 24 lattice girders.

Movable units for the inner
side of the inclined wall. 

Contractor: Ingenieur- und Tiefbau
Stetzler GmbH & Co. KG, Pforzheim
Field Service: PERI Germany, Stuttgart
and Weissenhorn

Claus Keinath,
Supervisor:
“The work preparation
was well thought-out and
allowed problem-free
construction progress.”

3.48 8.25 7.75 3.48
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Bridge over the River Tommarpsan, Simrishaun, Sweden

Prefabricated Units to Reduce

the Building Program

A new 36.70 m long road bridge was con-
structed to carry the N4 highway over the
Tommarpsan river. The basis of the shoring
for the slab-and-beam cross-section was
provided by steel girders.

The assembly of the supporting scaffold was
an opportunity to demonstrate the flexibility
of the system with erection details provided
by PERI engineers.

The shoring system matched
the form of the slab-and-beam
cross-section with the smaller
spacings of the verticals under
the beams clearly shown here. 
Maximum leg load was 51 kN.

The units were prefabricated on the river
bank to avoid assembling the scaffold over
the water.

The rigidity of the PERI UP Rosett ledger
connections enabled the prefabricated sec-
tions to be craned into position on the steel
beams without any distortion. Pre-assembly
with PERI UP Rosett provided three benefits
for the contractors:

whilst preparing and installing the steel
girders, the scaffold was being assembled.

assembly of the scaffolding on flat ground
was quicker and safer

assembly teams could work independently
of each other which avoided any downtime.

Steel I-beam support
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Johnny Anderson,
Senior Foreman and
Hans Norelius,
Project Manager, NCC:
“Due to the pre-assembled
craneable units and light-
weight PERI UP compo-
nents, we could achieve
extremely safe and fast
construction progress.
This was something we
couldn’t do with systems
we had used in the past.” 

Mounting the next scaffold unit – the PERI
UP UH ledgers are simply slotted into the
rosettes.

Craning in a pre-assembled unit.

Contractor: KM Bygg & Anläggning AB,
Helsingborg, Sweden
Field Service: PERI Germany, Weissenhorn
and PERI Sweden, Halmstad
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Pedestrian Bridge, Kirchenlaibach, Bavaria, Germany

Shoring for Slab-and-beam Cross-section
PERI HD 200 Heavy Duty System

Due to extensive corrosion damage, the
almost 90-year old steel pedestrian bridge
had to be replaced.

The re-design of the station forecourt envis-
aged a gentle 2.00 m wide circulating spiral
up to 7.30 m high. For bridging the railway
tracks, six individual sections with spans up
to 31 m were to be built. The total length of
the construction was 240 m with a 2.00 m
wide walkway.

A shoring construction was necessary for the
assembly of the partly prefabricated rein-
forced concrete elements. The loads of the
individual segments had to be safely carried
until in-situ concreting had taken place. The
heights varied greatly and working areas
were restricted.

The engineers commissioned with the con-
struction decided in favour of the PERI HD
200 heavy duty system for the shoring. This
consisted of HD 200 aluminium props and
standardized main beams with diagonal
bracing.

Engineers could carry out the planning them-
selves based on the technical documentation
provided by PERI. Scheduling and final details
were realised together with PERI Nurem-
berg.

Contractor: Wuerschinger GmbH & Co.
Baubetriebe KG, Weiden
Field Service: PERI Germany, Nuremberg

HD 200 aluminium props
carry up to 200 kN. They
are also suitable for very
heavy loads when com-
bined with main beams.
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Superstructures/Formwork

Horizontally pre-assembled HD-200-
System, suspended on crane.

Heavy-duty props, consisting of head
spindle, prop-section-30 cm and lowering
device.
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Eisenbach Valley Bridge, Germany

Bridging with System 

Foundations, Piers and Superstructures

The new IC and ICE railway line of the
Deutsche Bahn AG connects the city of
Frankfurt, home of Central Europe´s largest
international airport, with all important desti-
nations throughout the continent. In the
medium-term, at least, this should replace
the uneconomical and environmentally
harmful short-haul flights.
The route from Cologne to the Rhine/Main
region was officially opened in 2002 and has
shortened the travelling time from Cologne
to Frankfurt to under one hour.

Part of the project was a 150 m long bridge
construction between Nomborn and Girod
which spans the Eisenbach Valley and con-
sists of three sections. 

The consortium decided in favour of PERI
systems for the complete project. TRIO was
used for the foundations and bridge piers
which resulted in quick working times due to
the high degree of adaptability for the foun-
dations as well as fast concreting phases.
High dimensional accuracy was achieved
using CB 240 climbing brackets on the piers.
The superstructure was constructed in the
form of a hollow box on falsework in three
sections (53, 50 and 33 m). Moving the form-
work tables of the complete superstructure
was mastered by site crews in only three
days.

This technique proved particularly effective
for moving the external tables: rollers were
mounted on the SRZ walers on which the
units could quickly be moved by means of
motor winches.

When the trough – slab and webs – is concreted, the
internal web formwork is removed and the roadway slab
formwork, consisting of MULTIFLEX GT 24 on MULTI-
PROP slab tables, is assembled.

Extremely stable and high
load transfer: MRK frames
connect the MULTIPROP
props to the cantilevered
formwork. Handrail posts
secure the slab edge.
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Simon Stephan,
Site Manager:
“Because we were able to
shift the formwork tables
on rollers, we could com-
pletely move the units of
the first superstructure in
only three days.”

Contractor:
Joint Venture Kunstbauwerke Kutscheid
MAYREDER – ILBAU
Field Service:
PERI Germany, Willich and Weissenhorn

Directly after the bridge,
the railway line enters a
mined tunnel section.

GT 24 lattice girders, SRZ
walers, MULTIPROP props
and compression spindles make
up the formwork tables for the
external trough geometry.

Finished hollow box in
section 1 with a length of
53 m.

The formwork in section 2
is ready for concreting with
the abutment formed with
TRIO in the last section.
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Bridge over the Isar, Neufahrn, Germany

Parallel to the A 92 Federal Highway, the
Neufahrn ring road crosses the River Isar.
A three-span railway bridge was constructed
with a total length of 186 m.

At the PERI factory in Weissenhorn, the
VARIO basic elements for the external and
internal webs as well as the cantilever were
assembled. On site under the supervision of
a PERI engineer, the VARIO elements were
put together to form braced formwork-units.
The pre-assembly phase resulted in smooth
construction progress, time-consuming on-
site adjustments were not necessary and all
components were rentable and re-usable.

60 m long casting segment
for webs and slab. The
stopend formwork was
done by the contractors
on-site.

Contractor: Hermann Assner
GmbH & Co., Waal
Field Service: PERI Germany,
Weissenhorn

On Schedule, Well-Planned and Cost-effective

Pre-assembled System Components for Bridge Superstructure

The trough slab required a formwork system
which was light and easy to handle as the
cross walls and end cross girder only had
small openings measuring 1.80 x 1.10 m.

The contractors decided on MULTIPROP 350
props and additional MULTIPROP frame was
used as bracing during assembly.
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Superstructures/Formwork

Maximum number possible
of rentable standard com-
ponents as shown here for
the external web and can-
tilever formwork. Safe
working conditions were
provided for the top tie
positions with a second
working level comprised of
GB 80 scaffold brackets.

Johann Magg,
Site Supervisor:
“The decision to use this

PERI solution was the right
one and construction work
progressed quickly with
the pre-assembled units.
Both the work preparation
and implementation by the
PERI engineers was per-
fect.”

In section 1, slab and webs
were concreted as well as
the horizontal cross walls
in the pier axis.

After finishing the trough,
the carriageway slab was
concreted.
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Viaduct over the River Ebro, Saragossa, Spain

Cost-effective Customised Formwork

Formwork Carriage for Gallery-type Viaduct

Close to the town of Sargossa, the new
Madrid-Barcelona high-speed rail link crosses
the River Ebro which required the building of
a large bridge. From the four construction
methods taken into consideration, the con-
tractors prefered the incremental launching
technique.

The 546 m long bridge was divided into six
sections of 42, 60, 120, 60, 60 and 42
metres. The architectural design of this
extraordinary construction resembles that of
a moving train.

PERI engineers planned a set of formwork
on each side of the river.

For the concreting cycles of the 18 m long
trough sections, assembly of both formwork
sets was divided into two phases. Firstly, the
assembly of the slab and web formwork up
to a height of 2.20 m. After this, the external
formwork with integrated box-outs for the
windows was mounted. Assembly of the
formwork carriage followed which could then
be moved from cycle to cycle.

All components used were specially made
for this project.

Client: G.I.F.
Contractor: Vías y Construcciones S.A.
Field Service: PERI Spain

Formwork cross-sections
of different construction
phases. During the form-
work planning, 450 draw-
ings were produced and all
elements required for the
project were specially
made.
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546.00

Superstructures/Formwork

View of the superstructure
from below. For supervis-
ing and controlling the
incremental launching pro-
cedure, platforms with KG
240 climbing brackets and
GT 24 girders were mount-
ed on the pier heads.

Special steel formwork for
the piers. The construction
was easy to use and
resulted in top quality
concrete surfaces.

José Luis López,
Site Manager:
“For such a large project

as this, all materials and
equipment have to be care-
fully chosen. This includes
the formwork system
which clearly has an effect
on both the cost-effective-
ness of the project and the
actual results. Deciding in
favour of PERI resulted in a
very close working relation-
ship and highly satisfactory
construction progress.”

View of the bridge, which
resembles a piece of sculp-
ture, during construction.
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Loewenberg Viaduct, Switzerland

Incremental Launching Facility

for 66 Casting Segments

The Loewenberg Viaduct is part of the N1
National Highway, located north-east of
Murten in the Swiss canton of Fribourg.
The project involved constructing two parallel
motorway bridges each with a length of
approx. 665 m. 

The bridge superstructures were formed
using the incremental launching method and
construction time lasted a total of 28
months. Both bridges have the same box
profile and concreting took place in three
consecutive sections, each with a length of
20.10 m. These three phases were divided
into bottom slab, longitudinal girders and
carriageway slab as well as parapets and
borders/bordure.

Concreting was based on four-day cycles and
integrated all three phases. When the con-
crete had set over the weekend, pre-stress-
ing took place on Mondays and, after that,
the section was launched and fixed in posi-
tion.

After finishing the first bridge, the formwork
was dismantled and re-assembled for the
second structure. The formwork was used
33 times on each bridge.

Phase 1
Slab formwork with addi-
tional formwork for con-
structing the upturns.

Phase 2
Special formwork for
the longitudinal girders
and cantilever with
internal formwork

Phase 3
Formwork for
parapets and
guardrails

In this area, box-outs for the voutes are mounted
on the internal formwork.

These drawings show the
three phases of the bridge
cross-section construction.
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Superstructures/Formwork

The bridge was hydraulically pushed
in 20.10 m sections.

The bottom slab formwork
was positioned in the front
area. An additional stop
was mounted here for the
alignment of the reinforce-
ment for the longitudinal
girders.

H. Casandrey, Supervisor

Contractor: ARGE Viaduc du Loewenberg
Losinger Fribourg SA, Givisiez M.
Schouweys SA, Fribourg
P. Civelli, Fribourg W.J. Heller AG, Fribourg
Locher & Cie SA, Zuerich
Field Service: PERI Switzerland
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Niessenbach Bridge, A2 Motorway, Austria

Cost-effective and Customised Using Rentable Components

Cantilevered Parapet Carriage with PERI Standard Elements

Niessenbach Bridge: three
connected PERI can-
tilevered parapet carriages
formed a 15 m long para-
pet section per working
cycle. Thanks to the
mounted steering rollers,
the carriage could follow
the bridge radius exactly
during moving.

Raimund Kogler,
Supervisor:
“The PERI GKW carriage is
extremely stable and easy
to use. Due to the steer-
able rollers, we didn’t need
to lay any rails which saved
us time.”
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Superstructures/Cantilevered Parapets

The PERI cantilevered
parapet carriage included
a comfortable clearance
height with no protruding
additional diagonals or
bracing. This generously-
spaced design allowed
problem-free lowering of
the concrete bucket which
significantly accelerated
the concreting process.

No additional support is
required in the area of the
walkway so enough space
is also available for uninter-
rupted work progress.

The Austrian A2 Motorway begins in Vienna,
passes Graz and Klagenfurt, and ends in
Arnoldstein on the Austrian-Italian border.
It is 369 km long.

Contractors, STRABAG Austria, were com-
missioned by the Autobahn and Federal High-
way Financing AG, to construct this four-lane
bridge near Mooskirchen-Modriach. The
motorway itself crosses very hilly terrain and
required a number of civil engineering struc-
tures which included the bridge over the
River Niessenbach.

The structure is a 500 m long solid-web
girder bridge which is carried in the middle
section by an over 120 m long supporting
arch. The bridge carries the motorway over
this natural obstacle.

STRABAG decided on the PERI solution for
a number of reasons. Firstly, the robustness
of the GKW cantilevered parapet carriage
construction was a decisive factor. Another
important point was that there was no addi-
tional bracing or obstructions in the area in
front of the carriage which made construc-
tion work more difficult. With the GKW car-
riage, it is possible to work in an upright posi-
tion between the parapet tower and carriage
and large-sized working areas mean quicker
and better results.

After a short familiarisation phase, moving
and adjusting the formwork in the following
15 m long casting steps could be carried out
quickly. Due to the steerable rollers mounted
to the PERI GKW, which could be adjusted
to match the varying bridge radii, the carriage
was moved along exactly as required.

Contractor: STRABAG AG Vienna
Field Service: PERI Austria, Getzersdorf

Cross-section of cantilevered parapet
carriage – available in 3.50 and 2.50 m
wheel tracks.
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Danube Bridge, A8 Motorway, Leipheim, Germany

Forming Cantilevered Parapets

with PERI GKW

The increasing volume of traffic between
Munich and Ulm made the widening of the
A8 motorway to six-lanes inevitable. As part
of the project, a 375 m long bridge over the
River Danube was constructed near the town
of Leipheim.

Apart from a practical solution for the abut-
ments, wall-shaped columns and massive
circular columns, the contractors decided in
favour of PERI cantilevered parapet carriages
for the superstructure cantilevered parapets.
On the left and right of the roadway, 5 m
long GKW carriages were coupled together
to form 15 m units.

Work progressed extremely quickly due to
the efficient adjustment mechanism for
adapting to the parapet geometry as well as
the easy moving of the units.

The formwork carriage on
roller bearings can be
easily moved with a cable
winch.

Three coupled cantilevered
parapet carriages on each
side of the roadway
formed 15 m long units.
After concreting, the GKW
carriages on roller bearings
were quickly pulled to the
next section.

Klaus Hannes,
Supervisor:
“With TRIO and VARIO,
we have two well-engi-
neered formwork systems
which are very simple to
handle.”
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Superstructures/Cantilevered Parapets

Generously-sized platforms
on the cantilevered parapet
formwork carriage provide
safe working conditions
which results in higher
productivity.

Contractor: BILFINGER+BERGER Bau AG
Munich branch/ formwork construction,
Roxheim
Field Service:
PERI Germany, Munich and Weissenhorn
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Railway Flyover, Karlsruhe, Germany

Increase in Quality and Safety

Platform System for Cantilevered Parapets

A perfect shape. With an
additional board structure,
the cantilevered parapet
fits the form of the bridge.

Contractor: Philipp Holzmann AG,
Karlsruhe
Field Service:
PERI Germany, Stuttgart and Weissenhorn

Lothar Schmidt,
Site Manager:
“It’s fantastic just how
easy the system could be
adjusted to even this
difficult geometry.”

On-site load-bearing system or individual assembly of
brackets are not required when using the PERI system.
Pre-assembled units mean less assembly time on the con-
struction site which ultimately leads to improved results.
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Superstructures/Cantilevered Parapets

Removing the bottleneck on the Rheinhafen-
strasse, corner of Honsellstrasse, with sever-
al railway level-crossings required the con-
struction of a curved 250 m long bridge.
The double-web structure has alternating
transverse and longitudinal inclinations along
its whole length. Cantilevered parapets (39 x
55 cm) on both sides proved to be especially
difficult to form. Furthermore, protection had
to be provided against overhead electricity
lines with 1.40 m wide cantilevered slabs.

The contractors used the PERI-designed GKB
platform system for forming the cantilevered
parapets. With 23 units, which were already
pre-assembled and ready for immediate use,
site crews had no problems in constructing
the six concreting sections on each side.

As the platforms and formwork were to be
moved as one unit, valuable time and crane
capacity was saved. Due to the easily
adjustable spindles, precise alignment of the
formwork on the amply-sized platforms could
be done quickly.

GKB slab and side formwork
are set down on the platform
brackets. Exact adjustment is
carried quickly by hand.

Assembled working plat-
forms with slab and side
formwork ready for con-
creting.

…and the construction of
the so-called protection
slabs with slab thicknesses
up to 17 cm.

The GKB system allows
the forming of standard
cross-sections up to
45 x 60 cm…

Rail traffic continued unaf-
fected during construction
work. The continuous side
protection on the can-
tilevered platforms practi-
cally excluded any damage
caused by falling objects.
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New development on the B 312 highway, Iller Bridge, Berkheim, Germany

More Safety – Less Effort

with PERI GKB Cantilevered Parapet Platforms

For the 35 x 46 cm cross-sectioned can-
tilevered parapets on both sides of this
140 m long bridge construction, it was a
good opportunity to present the new GKB
cantilevered parapet platform system which
provides more efficient and safer forming
for structures up o 45 x 60 cm. 

With 20 GKB units, site crews were able to
form the parapets in 3 concreting cycles for
a 50 m long section on both sides Moving
the working platforms and parapet formwork
in the following cycles required only one
working day using three site personnel.

Contractor: Xaver Lutzenberger GmbH &
Co., Pfaffenhausen
Field Service: PERI Germany, Weissenhorn

Georg Schüßler, Supervisor:
“At the beginning, I was very sceptical
about the GKB. However, already after the
first cycle we could see that we needed
around 50 % fewer individual components
compared to a standard solution using
single brackets. We were able to work
very efficiently and total time, effort and
expense was considerably reduced. We
will certainly be using the system again.”
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Superstructures/Cantilevered Parapets

The PERI GKB system was delivered already
pre-assembled and comprised of 2.50 m or
1.25 m wide working platforms with integrat-
ed slab and side formwork. The work basket,
together with the attached platform, is lifted
from the ground to the cantilevered slab (A).
Site personnel travelling with the basket are
secured by means of a safety harness. For
passing the handrails, MP spindles are folded
up and secured in horizontal position (B).
After swivelling down the MP spindles to the
bridge deck the platform is properly mount-
ed. Now the whole system can be bolted by
anchor bolts to the leading anchor sleeve. 

This means that individual assembly of brack-
ets or similar load carrying systems, timber
planking and boards as well as closing rear
protection screens in unsafe positions are
things of the past. Assembly of a 1.80 m
wide, safe and closed working area is now
carried out very quickly.

The working platforms with
the fitter in the work bas-
ket is pivoted in to the
cantilever. The unit is then
fixed into position using
the anchor-sleeves previ-
ously concreted.
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Moldau Bridge, Czech Republic/Hessigheim Weir, Neckar, Germany

Low Material Requirements – High Utilisation
PERI UP Suspended Scaffold for Bridge Renovation

One of the advantages of the PERI UP mod-
ular scaffold system can be seen with the
assembly of suspended scaffold.

Exactly the same components for shoring
or working platforms are also used to create
suspended scaffolding. Only one bolt is
required for connecting the verticals in order
to carry a working load of 30 kN safely.

For the scaffolder, this significantly reduces
the number of components and the time
needed for erection.

Movable suspended scaffolding is the most
cost-effective scaffold solution for long
structures. In spite of the low quantity of
materials required, extensive planning dis-
cussions are often needed in order to accom-
modate numerous site demands in a small
scaffolding unit. 

Movable suspended scaffold units for
renovation work on the steelwork of this
beam bridge over the River Moldau in the
Czech Republic.

Contractor: ATIKA, Praha a.s.
Field Service:
PERI Czech Republic

The frame-type design
ensured the mobility of the
scaffold unit and provided
site personnel with the
optimal conditions to work
on all areas of the steel
construction.
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Superstructures/Special components

Testing the spigot.

Contractor: ESB Kirchhoff Bau GmbH &
Co. KG, Langenargen
Field Service:
PERI Germany, Weissenhorn

Suspended scaffold on the
weir buildings at Hessig-
heim on the River Neckar.

Regular checks guarantee the high quality
standard of the PERI spigot connections.
This allows the use of PERI UP standard
components in suspended scaffolding con-
structions as well.
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Bridge over the River Drau, Maribor, Slowenia

Integrated Lock

Reduces Assembly Time
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Superstructures/Special components

For the anti-corrosion and concrete renova-
tion work on this steel arch bridge, working
platforms along the arch profile, carriageway
supports as well as the deck soffit were
required.

The PERI solution consisted of a combination
of suspended and standard scaffolding.
Loads were carried by horizontally-positioned
lattice girders on the steel arch.

Starting at the abutments, the scaffold was
suspended on node braces and extended
across the whole bridge.

For transporting materials by hand, can-
tilevered platforms were used from the
beginning which were then utilised later for
renovation work on the parapets.

The PERI UP decks with integrated lock
against lift off are secured the moment they
are fitted in the decking transom. This meant
that the decks could be used immediately
and without the need of additional compo-
nents.

Another advantage is that open decking
beams allows dust from sandblasting to fall
through, and so platforms always remain free
for any deck re-arrangement.

The integrated lock against
lift off reduces the assem-
bly time and increases
safety conditions. The
open decking transom ful-
filled utilisation require-
ments when working with
sand-blasted materials.

Creating a cantilever by
means of a node brace.

Marjan Oster,
Site Manager:
“Due to the good coopera-
tion with PERI, we suc-
ceeded in realising this
difficult project. Although it
was the first time we had
used PERI UP Rosett, we
showed that this system
was cheaper and easier as
originally planned. I’m
extremely satisfied with
the results we achieved.”

Contractor: LOTA d.o.o., Maribor
Field Service: PERI Germany, Weissenhorn
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Public footbridge, Barcelona, Spain

Pre-assembled Footbridge with Scaffolding Components

Fast Positioning by Crane

When bridging existing road and rail routes,
there is one requirement which has priority
over the rest – any interruptions to the
normal flow of traffic must be kept to an
absolute minimum. With this in mind, PERI
engineers in Barcelona decided on pre-
assembled sections which could be easily
craned into position.

The result was a three-span bridge with
1 x 12 m and 2 x 14 m spans. PERI UP
standard components were used in the
construction. 

From a static point of view, the best solution
was to create three supported spans. The
pre-assembled bridge sections were quickly
craned into position at night.

Longitudinal section
The temporary bridge con-
struction formed with stan-
dard components out of
the PERI UP programme.
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Superstructures/Special components

The bridge sections were
raised using pre-deter-
mined lifting points and
then moved into positon.

An easily erected 40 m
long public footbridge
using standard PERI UP
Rosett materials.

Section B–B
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BAUMA footbridge, Munich, Germany

Easy Access to Trade Fair

Complicated Footbridge for the BAUMA

The BAUMA in Munich has long been the
most important trade fair in the world for
construction machinery, building material
machines, construction vehicles and con-
struction equipment. In order to connect the
car park and the Messestadt Ost under-
ground station with the south entrance
(Messeeingang Sued) without crossing over
the De-Gaspari-Bogen road, and thus provid-
ing a safe and secure entrance to the exhibi-
tion centre, the management decided to
have a temporary bridge erected.

Such bridges are often used for periods of
only a few days or several weeks. Normally,
they are not meant for water-bearing cuts
and comprise mainly of standard steel com-
ponents which are transported to the site
and assembled with bolts and screws. The
vast majority of temporary bridges are used
as footbridges or for road traffic.

As the PERI HD scaffolding system fulfils the
mandatory requirements without any prob-
lems, the contract from the Messe Munich
GmbH was awarded to PERI.

PERI provided a complete rentable solution
for the approx. 4 m wide footpath. The sin-
gle-bay steel bridge had a 16 m span and the
2.20 m height was traversed with two truss-
es from the HD system.

The complete bridge superstructure was pre-
assembled alongside the road and lifted into
position by crane. This was done at night and
took less than an hour. Due to this effective
and problem-free assembly, the access road
to the exhibition grounds did not have to be
closed at any time for long periods. This
ensured that the heavy volume of traffic dur-
ing preparations for the fair could be kept
flowing smoothly.

BAUMA temporary bridge,
Munich 2001. The PERI
exhibition tent can be seen
in the background.

Client: Messe München GmbH
Field Service: PERI Germany, Weissenhorn
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Superstructures/Special components

For wide entrances, safety
has the highest priority.

The pre-assembled bridge
is lifted by crane, bolted in
position and can be used
immediately.

MULTIPROP props were
used for the stairway areas
because they allow high
individual loads independ-
ent of the extension
lengths.
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Gersbachtal Bridge, Pirmasens, Germany
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It is essential to check the bearings on the
pier heads during the launching process of
the superstructure and to carry out any cor-
rections. This is why scaffolding is needed on
the pier heads to do this work and to allow
safe access of personnel and equipment.

Partially pre-assembled PERI UP Rosett
modular scaffolding was erected on the pier
heads whilst the crane for constructing the
piers was still standing and served as obser-
vation and assembly platform. A suspended
scaffold, also constructed of PERI UP Rosett
standard components, travelling freely on the
bridge superstructure between the piers, pro-
vided access for the personnel to each bridge
pier head scaffolding. 

With the carriage unit, existing safety devices
on the edge of the bridge up to a height of
1.50 m did not have to be taken down but
could simply be travelled over.

This scaffolding concept was successfully
used by Bilfinger Berger for constructing the
Großheimertal Bridge, which was also part of
the L600 highway project. The structure has
seven piers and the superstructure was built
using the same incremental launching
method.

Inexpensive Access to Pier Heads

Movable PERI UP Suspended Scaffold

The whole travelling PERI sus-
pended scaffold unit consists of a
travelling carriage which includes
a suspended scaffold stairway
and cantilever. This connects the
unit with the pier head scaffold.

During the launching
process, site personnel
could check the movement
of the bridge on the PERI
UP pier head scaffolds and
move the superstructure
bearings (Teflon pillows) if
required.

View of casting pit with
MULTIPROP props in
position for the carriage-
way slab formwork.

Plan view of pier head
scaffolding with anchors.

Contractor:
Bilfinger Berger (Südwest
engineering office)
Field service:
PERI Germany, Stuttgart
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Superstructures/Special components

Bernd Dürr, Supervisor:
“We have used PERI UP scaffolding over
the past year and this is the second proj-
ect with the system. We are very satisfied
with the results. The light and manageable
components can be individually installed
and, even at great heights, are easy to
assemble and dismantle. Accessing and
dismantling the PERI UP working plat-
forms on the pier heads was carried out
safely and without any problems due to
the integrated stairs of the movable sus-
pended scaffolding.”

The integrated staircase stairs of the suspended scaffold
carriage allows easy access to the pier head scaffold and,
when work is completed, provides cost-effective disman-
tling and removal of materials.
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Woronora Bridge, Sutherland, Australia

Curved, Cross Fall Hollow-box Superstructure 

Using Incremental Launching Method on 36 m High Piers

The Woronora Bridge connects the suburbs
of Menai and Sutherland with the southern
part of Sydney. The 500 m long construction
was carried out as a hollow-box superstruc-
ture on nine piers of up to 36 m high using
the incremental launching method.

Piers:
The hollow piers taper towards the top which
was achieved by combining VARIO elements
and TRIO filler plates. This meant that cross-
section adjustments from cycle to cycle
could be done without altering the VARIO
units. Externally, CB 240 climbing brackets
safely carried the formwork and reinforce-
ment loads as well as the concrete pressure
into the previous sections. Distribution
beams for moving two platforms simultane-
ously, saved time and crane capacity.

Positioning the pre-cast
reinforced concrete beams
and assembly of the inter-
nal web formwork in
casting pit 1.

VARIO GT 24 climbing
formwork with TRIO filler
plates on CB brackets with
finishing platforms.

Hollow-box superstructure using the
incremental launching sequence:
Two 30 m long casting pits were used for
constructing the superstructure. After finish-
ing the slab and webs in the first section,
concreting of the carriageway slab follows in
the next cycle. The sections were launched
over the piers in a weekly cycle.
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Superstructures/Cantilever launching method

The formwork was fitted
with 18 mm Fin-Ply so that
the architectural concrete
finish conformed to Aus-
tralian standards (Class 2).

Contractor:
Barclay Mowlem Construction, Sydney
Field Service and Design:
PERI Australia, Glendenning

Robin Watt,
Senior Project Manager:
“The PERI planning and
systems helped us enor-
mously in carrying out this
project. The piers were
easy and safe to construct
and we could complete
sections for the super-
structure in less than
seven days with only slight
modifications to the stan-
dard PERI components.”

Schedule for constructing the hollow-box
superstructure

Casting pit 1/Phase 1
After assembly of the bottom slab and exter-
nal web formwork, HD 200 heavy duty props
at spacings of 2.25 m carried steel beams on
which the pre-cast reinforced girders were
suspended.

Casting pit 1/Phase 2
After mounting the internal web formwork,
the pre-cast reinforced concrete beams were
concreted to the trough. Then it was moved
forward hydraulically by one section length.

Casting pit 2
Striking of web formwork followed by installa-
tion of partially pre-cast slabs between the
pre-cast beams. Afterwards, the cantilever
formwork is assembled and, finally, the road-
way is concreted.
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Swinna Poreba, Poland

Incremental Launching Method

for Box Girder Bridge

A complete formwork cycle (16 m)
is launched every 10 days.
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Superstructures/Cantilever launching method

The bridge is characterised by a total of five
spans (2 x 38 m and 3 x 47 m) and a maxi-
mum pier height of 27 metres.

The superstructure was constructed using
the incremental launching method. The uni-
cellular box girder consists of two sections:
after completing the trough, the carriageway
slab was concreted (12.60 m width/30 cm
thick). The 16 m long cycle could then be
launched hydraulically. To achieve the
required 500 m radius, the formwork panels
were assembled as a polygon.

The VARIO wall and cantilever formwork
were connected with standard system com-
ponents – spindles and articulated walers –
and the internal formwork was designed as
a travelling culvert frame construction. This
16 m long unit was simply moved forward on
the previously concreted base slab. The
formwork for the carriageway slab and web
internal sides could then be positioned with a
minimum of effort.

K. Rogowski, Dipl.-Ing.:
“Thanks to the technical
support provided by PERI
Warsaw, we could achieve
excellent results and main-
tain the very tight sched-
ule.”

Bottom slab formwork in position;
web and cantilever formwork retracted.

Contractor: KPRM S.A., Skoczów
Field service: PERI Poland, Warsaw

The cantilever formwork is
designed with integrated
guardrails resulting in safe
working conditions during
the reinforcement work
carried out on the can-
tilever slab.

The launching-nose mounted at the
head of the superstructure made it
easier to bridge the spans.
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Viaduto da Ribeira de Perofilho, Portugal
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Superstructures/Mobile falsework
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Viaduto da Ribeira de Perofilho, Portugal

Easy Working Stages for a 40 m Weekly Cycle

with PERI Bridge Launching Equipment

Two parallel bridge lanes carry the A 15
motorway over the River Perofilho. For the
double-web superstructure, webs and car-
riageway slab were to be cast in one pour.

PERI solved this difficult task with specially
constructed bridge launching equipment, the
use of which was characterized by very sim-
ply designed working sequences. The main
part of the construction consisted of a lattice
girder which could safely carry 30 t/m. Inte-
grated electrical and hydraulic equipment pro-
vided easy handling of the VARIO elements
suspended on the girder.

The weekly cycle of the equipment included
three working stages: striking – moving –
shuttering. For striking, the VARIO units were
retracted by means of an electric control
function. The beam and suspended VARIO
elements were then moved over the next
pier head. After the VARIO units were folded
up, they were aligned exactly to the bridge
geometry.

Armano Monteiro, Superintendent:
“The PERI solution combined high safety
levels with a weekly cycle time. This
allowed the structure to be completed
extremely profitably.”

The TT-shaped cross-section of the bridge superstructure
could be constructed with only two sections.

After a short time, 1,000 m2 of formwork is folded up
again.

Contractor: ABRANTINA, Lisbon
Field service: PERI Portugal, Linda-a-Velha
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Superstructures/Mobile falsework

Phase 1:
Striking is carried out by
folding down the VARIO
units.

Phase 2:
For moving the complete
system, the VARIO units
remain lowered. This
process is done hydrauli-
cally in 1.40 m sections.

Phase 3:
Shuttering follows in the
reverse order to striking.

The formwork is tipped to the outside
through steel cables. Electric motors pull
the elements up again to the required
height for shuttering.

The mobility of the suspended units, even
after concreting, is provided by sleeves in
the concrete.
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Bauerbach Valley Bridge, Mannheim-Stuttgart, Germany

Construction Speed Appropriate For The Inter-City

Movable Scaffold System for 44 m Long Casting Segments

The Bauerbach viaduct is part of the
Mannheim-Stuttgart rail connection and has
the same design features as a number of
other bridges previously erected during the
construction of this route.

In order to meet the particularly high require-
ments of the German Federal Railway regard-
ing the quality of the concrete surfaces as
well as the durability, it was necessary to
provide thermal insulation and secondary
treatment measures on the concrete.

For the 44 m long superstructure sections,
PERI developed scaffolding for the external
web and cantilever formwork which was
connected to the launching beam.

The bottom slab and web were cast in one
pour followed three days later by the car-
riageway slab. In the meantime, the internal
web formwork was stripped, thermal work
carried out, and the hollow box slab form-
work was set with PERI MULTIFLEX.

The formwork concept was the basis for
superstructure sections being finished in
a 2-week cycle.

Contractor:
Joint Venture Strabag,
Dyckerhoff & Widmann
Field service: PERI
Germany, Weissenhorn

Launching beam ready
to be moved with trough
bottom slab formwork
folded down.
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Superstructures/Mobile falsework

Completely closed launch-
ing beam in concreting
position.

Concreted trough of the
hollow box cross-section.
Until the internal web
formwork is stripped, the
time is used to prepare
the cantilever for reinforce-
ment work.

Dimensionally accurate and
perfect surface quality.
Construction of the piers
was carried out with climb-
ing formwork – VARIO
GT 24 girder wall formwork
on KG brackets.
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Shorter Weekly Cycle

Balance Cantilever Construction Over the River Lek

The new Lekbrug development crosses the
River Lek and consists of seven spans with a
total length of 532 m. A changing hollow box
cross-section with laterally mounted diagonal
bracing carried the 29 m wide carriageway
slab.

In addition to a cost-effective solution for the
foundations and piers using VARIO girder
wall formwork, PERI engineers also came up
with a logical and sound concept for the bal-
anced cantilever procedure:

External formwork
The external web formwork was designed to
adapt to the varying web heights from cycle
to cycle due to the different box girder cross-
section dimensions. It projects the lower
working platform in the small height web
areas and does not have to be converted.
The pre-cast columns for the carriageway and
web connection areas created discontinuity
for the forming of the slab. Due to this, PERI
designed the slab formwork to fold down-
wards behind the columns thus allowing an

uninterrupted passage over the area. Lower-
ing of the lightweight components was done
manually avoiding the need for expensive
hydraulic equipment.

Internal formwork
The web heights as well as the angles
between bottom slab and web vary from sec-
tion to section.
Using PERI SRU walers, which could be
dismantled step by step, and two layers of
walers, compensating the changes in angles
on the bottom plate proved to be no prob-
lem. Here, too, moving was carried out inex-
pensively using a standard chain hoist.

Reinforcement work had to be done sepa-
rately i.e. whilst the internal web formwork
on one side was closed it should be possible
to do the reinforcement work on the other
side. This ensured free access to the web. 

The PERI formwork solution shortened the
planned weekly cycle by half a day.

Bottom view of bridge featur-
ing piers and both traffic lanes.

Bridge over the River Lek, Vianen, Netherlands
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Cross-section of hollow
box superstructure in
setting position showing
maximum and minimum
web heights.

Superstructures/Balanced cantilever method

The construction is divided
into 2 x 42 m foreshore
bridges and one main
bridge section consisting
of a 160 m long main span
and 2 x 100 m long side
spans.

Contractor: Max Boegl, Neumarkt, Germany
Field service: PERI Germany, Weissenhorn and
PERI Netherlands, Schijndel

Efficient and economical: the formwork elements are fold-
ed manually when moving to the next cycle. This allows
an uninterrupted passage over the pre-cast columns.

Cantilever formwork in the main section of the bridge.
Beginning with the piers positioned close to the river
banks, the pre-stressed box girder is formed and concret-
ed from both sides with an approx. 80 m long cantilever
until the structure joins over the middle of the river.

Norbert Klopf,
Site Manager:
“I’ve worked with various
PERI systems over the
past 15 years and the
cooperation with PERI
engineers has always been
very good. The balanced
cantilever construction with
folding technology allowed
us to pass over the pre-
cast columns when moving

to the next cycle. We
achieved a fantastic sur-
face quality which also
met the architect’s expec-
tations!”
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Skye Bridge, Scotland

One of the Longest Pre-stressed Concrete Bridges In The World 

Formed With PERI ACS

Bridges are a part of daily life – either on the
way to work or in our free time. They make
travelling safer and quicker by spanning
roads, rivers and railway lines. Increasingly,
however, more demands are being placed on
bridge-builders.

In the north of Scotland, the cantilever
launching method was used to build one of
the world´s longest pre-stressed concrete
bridges with a span of 250 m.

The planning of the cantilever launching form-
work proved to be extremely complicated.
The superstructure tapers from 12.39 m at
the pier head to 4.70 m at mid-span, the
haunch reduces to a triangular fillet and the
length of the concreting sections varied
between 3.25 m and 5.00 m. Apart from this,
the wall thicknesses change from 65 cm
down to 39.5 cm. The external formwork had
to be provided ready for use in the pier table.
A vertical architectural concrete arrangement
complicated the adjustment to the varying
cross-sections and the required tie positions.

Contractor: Joint Venture Miller /
Dyckerhoff & Widmann AG, Munich
Field service: PERI Germany, Munich

The Skye Bridge connects
the Scottish Highlands
to the Isle of Skye and
shortens the waiting times
for the ferry in the peak
season.
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Superstructures/Balanced cantilever method

The suspended formwork-
structure with height-
adjustment for the voutes. 

Cross-section through the
formwork construction
over the pier table and in
the centre of the bridge.
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Świętokrzyski Bridge, Warsaw, Poland

Shortly before completion
of the carriageway: both
formwork carriages met at
the centre of the bridge.

Contractor: MOSTOSTAL WARSZAWA S.A.
Sub-Contractor: KPBP-Bick, S.A., Kielce,
Poland
Field service: PERI Poland, Warsaw and
Germany, Weissenhorn
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Superstructures/Bonded steel construction

The roadway slab was built in the form of a
steel composite construction. For this, PERI
engineers developed two mobile formwork
carriages. They began on the west bank of
the river and worked towards the centre of
the bridge in 10 m casting segments.
Each carriage comprised of four transverse
and longitudinal lattice beams, and included
a middle carriage that was connected to the
lattice beams by means of vertical tension
members. Most of the components came
from the HD 200 standard programme. This
resulted in cost reductions on the one hand,
and, on the other, the individual elements
could be transported more easily due to the
smaller sizes.

The upper carriage construction was moved
hydraulically on roller bearings, the middle
carriage by means of winches on trolleys.

The actual roadway slab formwork consisted
of PERI PD 8 tables with MULTIFLEX girder
formwork on the cantilever slabs as well as
SKYDECK on MULTIPROP props for the mid-
dle carriage area.

Steel Composite Carriageway Slab

Formed With System Components

Formwork carriage assem-
bly, based on the PERI HD
200 heavy duty system, for
constructing the roadway
slab.

Efficient and safe: GKW
cantilevered parapet car-
riage from the standard
PERI programme.

The steel construction of
the bridge on the east
bank: PERI UP Rosett
supporting scaffold was
used as falsework for the
roadway slab

Assembly of SKYDECK
between the superstruc-
ture beams. The easy
handling characteristics of
SKYDECK accelerates the
forming of the carriageway
slab.
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Railway Station Bridge, Zurich, Switzerland

Uninterrupted Rail Traffic During Construction

Self-driving Formwork Carriage for Composite Bridge

Winfried Bergande,
Supervisor:
“PERI delivered a fantastic
formwork solution. Without
having to interrupt normal
rail traffic, we were able to
achieve a regular 4-day
cycle throughout the whole
construction period for the
10 m casting steps.”

The new 187 m long composite bridge span-
ning the Zurich main station area replaced a
more than 100 year old, two lane steel
arched bridge. Thanks to the fanned arrange-
ment of the tracks below, no obstructions
were encountered during construction. Thus,
the number of trains arriving and leaving the
station could be increased. 

The steel composite construction comprised
of three launched box-type steel girders (each
2 m high) and a concrete slab.

The client, Swiss National Railways (SBB),
requested a formwork solution which guaran-
teed an uninterrupted flow of normal rail
traffic during the concreting of the slab.

Very soon after receiving the order, PERI
delivered an efficient formwork carriage con-
struction which was designed for casting
lengths of 10 metres. Without the help of
additional lifting equipment, the carriage was
moved from cycle to cycle using an electric
motor and carriage.

The cantilever formwork as well as the
underside formwork between the steel
girders could be moved from cycle to
cycle. Adjusting the formwork was done
hydraulically.

Less than five hours was needed for lower-
ing, moving and positioning of the carriage.

The construction spanned the bridge
cross-section with a 22 m long steel
trussed framework. When concreting (see
above), the carriage was supported on the
outer box girders and for moving, the car-
riage was held on the centre box girder at
the front and on the previously concreted
slab at the rear.

Contractors: Joint Venture Vorbahnhof
Zurich (AVZ) Specogna Bau AG/J. Scheifele
AG/LGv Meier + Jaeggi AG 
Field Service: PERI Switzerland, Ohringen

3.35 5.86 5.60 3.35
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Superstructures/Bonded steel construction
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High-Speed Rail Bridge, Ingolstadt, Germany

High-speed Work Over The Danube

Special Formwork Carriage Solution For Fast Construction Progress

This 184 m long steel composite bridge
structure is part of the inter-city rail connec-
tion between Ingolstadt and Munich. The
high-speed rail bridge took approx. 2 years to
build and strongly resembles the bridges
over the Havel in Berlin.

For the steel composite trough of the cross-
ing, a continuous reinforced concrete bottom
slab without pre-tensioning had to be
formed. A trough was constructed with inter-
nal and external concrete upstands attached
to the steel web.

PERI engineers designed three connectable
formwork carriages which varied in position
and height. These were placed with wheels
on wave-shaped chords of the steel webs.
By this means, they could move from cycle
to cycle. A special articulated construction
ensured that the carriages could automatical-
ly align themselves vertically.

Thus, the site was optimally equipped so that
cost-effective concreting of the bottom slab
and the upstands could be done monolithical-
ly and without joints.

Contractors: Joint Venture Tunnel/Start
Phase Ingolstadt: Dyckerhoff & Widmann
AG; Ed.Züblin AG; Heilit & Wörner Bau-AG;
Walter Bau-AG 

Field Service:
PERI Germany, Weissenhorn and Munich

Box-outs on TRIO resulted in the required
bridge configuration. By spindling back and
forth, it was moved together with the
complete carriage unit.
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Superstructures/Bonded steel construction

HD 200 heavy duty props form secure
falsework units in the pier areas which
reliably support the superstructure until its
own bearing capacity is reached.
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Bridge over the Theiß, Oszlár, Hungary

Efficient Carriageway Slab Formwork

For Steel Composite Bridge

With Rentable System Components

For the new M3 motorway development
between Füzesabony and Polgár in Hungary,
numerous bridge structures had to be erect-
ed.

Near to the town of Oszlár, the motorway
had to cross the River Theiß. This section of
the project was regarded as technically very
challenging.

For the superstructure, a steel composite
construction with spans of 72 m, 112 m and
72 m was selected. Piers, which were
formed with TRIO panel formwork, carry the
257 m long steel construction of the com-
posite bridge. This was pre-assembled close
to the river bank and positioned using barges
fitted with hydraulic lifting gear. After this, the
reinforced concrete carriageway slab was
concreted on it.

The PERI formwork solution was based on
rentable system components and allowed
the carriageway and cantilever to be optimal-
ly formed. The well thought-out configuration,
the simple adjustability and cleverly arranged
scheduling of six concreting cycles in a pre-
determined order led to excellent concrete
surface finishes as well as construction work
finishing on time.

Contractors: MAHÍD 2000 Rt.
Field Service: PERI Czech Republic

The formwork of the exter-
nal cantilever slab with
bracket spacings of 2.00 m.

River piers carry the bridge
construction with the two
roadways.

Bridge pier, shuttered with
TRIO, during concreting.
Concreting platforms com-
prising of TRIO system
components ensure safe
and productive working
conditions.

József Törteli,
Site Supervisor:
“In cooperation with PERI
engineers we succeeded in
designing an optimal form-
work solution which fully
met our requirements. The
formwork was easy to
assemble and adjustments
wer very accurate – a con-
vincing performance with
a bridge of this size.”
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The rentable bridge con-
struction elements were
quickly assembled on site.

The carriageway slab form-
work was suspended on
the I-profile girders of the
steel trough. With help of
crosshead spindles, the
formwork is easily adjusted
to the required height and
cross fall.

Superstructures/Bonded steel construction
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 89264 Weissenhorn
 info@peri.com
 www.peri.com
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USA
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36
 PERI Formwork Systems, Inc.
 Bolton, ON – L7E 1K1
 info@peri.ca
 www.peri.ca

37
 Lebanon Representative Office
 Jdeideh
 lebanon@peri.de
 www.peri.de

38
 PERI UAB
 02300 Vilnius
 info@peri.lt
 www.peri.lt

39
 PERI S.A.
 Tanger
 peri25@menara.ma
 www.peri.com

40
 PERI Formwork
 Engineering Ltd
 Petach Tikva, 49002
 info@peri.co.il
 www.peri.co.il

41
 PERI Bulgaria EOOD
 1839 Sofia
 peri.bulgaria@peri.bg
 www.peri.bg

42
 Armar ehf.
 220 Hafnarfjörður
 www.armar.is

43
 TOO PERI Kazakhstan
 050014 Almaty
 peri@peri.kz
 www.peri.kz

44
 OOO PERI
 142407, Noginsk District
 moscow@peri.ru
 www.peri.ru

45
 Wiehahn Formwork and  
 Scaffolding (Pty) Ltd.
 7600 Stellenbosch
 info@wiehahn.co.za
 www.wiehahn.co.za 

46
 TOW PERI Ukraina
 07400 Brovary
 peri@peri.ua
 www.peri.ua

47
 Egypt Branch Office 
 11361 Heliopolis / Cairo 
 info@peri.com.eg
 www.peri.com.eg

48
 PERI Oplate d.o.o.
 11272 Dobanovci
 office@peri.rs
 www.peri.rs

49
 PERI Cimbras y Andamios,
 S.A. de C.V.
 Estado de México,
 info@peri.com.mx
 www.peri.com.mx

50
 PERI Kalıp ve İskeleleri
 Baku
 peribaku@peri.com.tr
 www.peri.com.tr

51 
 PERI Kalıp ve İskeleleri
 Aşgabat
 ahmet.kadioglu@peri.com.tr
 www.peri.com.tr

52
 PERI Belarus
 220030 Minsk
 info@peri.by
 www.peri.com

53
 PERI oplate i skele d.o.o.
 10 250 Donji Stupnik/
 Zagreb
 info@peri.com.hr
 www.peri.com.hr

54
 PERI GmbH
 Iran Branch Office
 Tehran
 info@peri.ir
 www.peri.ir

55
 PERI (India) Pvt Ltd
 Mumbai – 400064
 info@peri.in
 www.peri.in

56
 PERI GmbH - Jordan
 11947 Amman
 jordan@peri.com
 www.peri.com

57
 PERI Kuwait
 13011 Kuwait
 kuwait@peri.com
 www.peri.com

58
 PERI Engineering
 Division of Jamjoom  
 Consult Saudi Arabia
 21463 Jeddah 
 info@peri.com.sa
 www.peri.com.sa

59
 PERI Qatar LLC
 P.O.Box: 31295 - Doha
 info@periqatar.com
 www.periqatar.com

60
 Société PERI S.A.S.
 Kouba - Alger
 peri.alger@peri.fr
 www.peri.fr

61 
 PERI Sh.p.k.
 Tirane
 erti.hasanaj@peri.com.tr 
 www.peri.com.tr

62
 PERI Peruana SAC 
 Villa El Salvador, Lima
 contacto@peri.com.pe
 www.peri.com.pe

63
 PERI Panama Inc.
 0832-00155 Panama City
 info@peri.com.pa
 www.peri.com.pa

64
 PERIcofragens, Lda.
 Luanda
 renato.portugal@peri.pt
 www.peri.pt

65
 Heights Access Nigeria Ltd.
 Victoria Island, Lagos
 info@heightsaccessng.com
 www. heightsaccessng.com
 
66
 PERI (L.L.C.)
 Muscat
 perimct@perime.com
 www.perime.com
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